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I

In 1961; the National Task Force on Ecionornic Edtjc
ton, released its report, Economic Education in the
.5ohi,,Dols,. a detailed. and Objective. 'outline of .Lia.
economic concepts tor use in the nation's schools:
-.. Following the releaseolthe Taisk FIce report,

void was perceived in the library or economic ediAca-
ton materials;:- namely,; en appropriate instrument to
measure- the economic knowledge of high school
students-. As afrestilt, the Test of Econon* Under-
standing was devela ed in 19'64 through the
efforts of the Joint Council n Economic Education.`
The primary purpoSe orth TEu was try -help school,
systems-assess gains in economic knowledge(by.the.,
use of a standardizOd, national) p formed -lbstru-
ment.The test .serVed the function adequately for a ,

number -ot years. In addiit n, the ;17E1J/became one of
the firsUools reliable, to test economic knowledge in -
eVerimental ,

tettingS. It thereby fostered the4clevelop-
ment pf a substaf-tial body of research in the field of_

( ri,
economic education.

1ln 1977, the Joint' Counbil on Economic Educati n
released the first major update of the -work of the
National Force: the Master CureCulum Guide for
the Nation's -Schools, part I A FramewOrk for Teach-
ing EcOnomics: Basic Obncepts.3 This document was

,
designed to -specify ,arn optimum base of, economic
knowledge for the typioal high ;school graduate. The

4

Fra ework not an atterr t to prolide (let iled
guid Ines o 'how to ,teach .econornies in school
systems it i_, a her, cfesigned to spell out the basic
structure of the iscipline orecononitcs in a relatively
bri cbrnpass Earn ff,pf.the Master curriculum Guide

project is a five-volume series of grade-
ficelrategies to carry outeconornio educe 'on in
hoofs.' .

Crr Current with the Master Qurnculum wide
riororect; the Joint' Council on -,Economic Education
moved ahead with the development of a substant've
revision of the outfiated .Tesh.of,EconomiC,

wilich culminated in the present publication,
T.S,COrIptniC Literacy (-ray. This twoiform
provi es scho-I Systerrile with an y5dated evaluaL

n instrument an researchers with an updated set 4.
of tests for use in Axperimental settings.

The TEL project began in the spring. of 1976 with
the formation of 'a National Advisory Committee.5 A
tivorking committee; composed of economic educa-
tors, economists, and high sdhool teachers, was al,so

1. Economic' Education in the Schools .`. i a Repo'd of the
'Natiortal 'task Force on Ecenomic Education, September,
196/ (New York: Committee for ECOriOrniC Development,

196-1).
2. Test of Economic Understanding (Chicago: Science Research

Associates, Inc., 1964).
3. NeW York: Joint Council on Etonomic Education, 1977.

4. Stratbgies for Teadhin4'EcondmicS: Primary Level (Grades
1-3); Intermediate Level (Grades 4-6): Basic Business and
Consumer Education: US History,' and World Studies. The first
two have been pu'olished and the last three, for the secondary
level, are foahcdming in 1979.

t 5 The National Advisory CoMmittee consisted of the following
individuals.

L. Bach, Stanford University
Metgiarn E. Becker Jr ., University of Minnesota
James D ,Calderwood University of Southern California'.

George G. DawSon, Empire State College-State
Univertity. otNew York

W. Lee Hansen, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Robert:V. Hortsn, Purdue University a,

Darrell B.,tewis, University of Minnesota
Clayton Millington, Oklahoma State University
Donald W.. Paden, University of Illinois
Phillip Saunders, Indiana University
S. Stowell Symmes, Joint Council on,Economic.Edtica _ion
Arthur L. Welsh, Joint Council on Economic Education



formed.e.The working comMittee first analy*ed the old
Test offoonbmic Understanding to sPeCify what it
contained in.terms of economic coneepts,as well as
the oognitiVe level's of the test. items.' This: analysis
fadilitOed the subsequent develoPment of a new,
matrix far the TEL in vi,/iich each'question was catego-

-rized by-content level (according to the Master Currie-
ulum GO Framework) and a set of, cognitive levels
corresp nding to a pwelifica ti an of Bloom's taxono-

my).' T is content-siignitive schema is diScusSed in
'Section' 2, below, analysis of the TEU also
indicated thatiallargellurnber of questions Coeld be'
used in the nevrinstruments with little or no change. In
addition, 'the new matrix for the TEL also pointed up a
number of areas inyvhieh questions would hive to be
either draWn from other testing instruments . or
constructed anew. ,

In theSumr9er of 1976, the TEL WOrking Comrnittee
agsembled td write new questions for the TEL( and to
flesh out the Particulars of the test.matrix in line with a

t of guidelines provided by members of the National
dvisery, Committee for the TEL. The exact content

weightsin terms of economic concepts were
determined after close consultation with W. Lee Han-
sen, chairman of the Framework Committee of the
Master Curriculum Guide project. Trial adminiStrations
of the first version of the TEL were conducted in a
series of teacher-training workshops at Northern Illi-
nois University in the late summer of 1976: At roughly
the same time, the _first version of the TEL was
administered to several Classes then studying the
principles of economies at NIU. Based on these first
trials of- the test, a number of revisions were intro-

- dueed in order :th remove what were statistically
identified as poOr questions by the outcome of an item
analysis of the test results.

_ he TEL Working Committee consisted of the following individ-
uals:
William C. Braman, economics teacher, Lake Forest High

School, District 1)5, Lake Forest, Illinois '
William Carlson, economics teacher, Rockford Charter

District 205, gockterd, Illinois
. Michael A. MacDOwell, former.executivedi ector, Illinois Coun-

cil on Economic Education, DeKalb, Illinois, now president
of the JCEE.

John S. Morton, 'economics and political science ,teacher
Homewood-Flossmoor High School District 233, doss-
moor, IllinoiS

Peter R. Senn, professor of e -onomics an social sc(ence,
Chicago City College ht Campus), Chicagb, IHirnois

John C. -Soper, associate professor of economics'. Northern
Illinois University, DoKalb, Illinois

In addition, thp TEL working committee had the benefit of
pecial assistance from Lee Hansen. Arthur L. Welsh,

and Darrell R Lew?s he preparation of draft test
instruments.

7 Benjamin Bloom,. ed., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,
The Classification of Etiucationalpoals, Handbook 1: Cognitive
Domain (New York' McKay, 1956).

- I

A second version of the TEL wakpretested. try th
Working Committee in several large ',high sale I

districts in Illinois. based, on the statistical
enalysiS of this trial adMinistratio, a number nevi -

ions were introduzed to Pclean up" pod! items. Two
more trial versions of the test-Were constructed during

.

the fall semester of 1976; each one leading to:margi-
nal improvements in the diserimination power. of indi-
vidual test items and the overall reliability of the test
instruments. By January: 1977, the test was ready fo,r
!final Checking 'by the National Advisory Committee,-
and based on thereactionsof this' Committee, a fifth
and final two-farm (46 questions each) .version was
ppared for norming purposes.

arming activities were:carried ,on,in the spring of
1977; using a large cross- section of the nation's high

, chool§:selectrdOn the basis',o1 a stratified random
sample. A listing of the schools that participated in the
national norming is contain* 'in Appendix A. The
results of that norming are ,contained in Section 6,
below.:

The primary value of the TEL should lie in its abilt-tri
to help _assess sfudent .understanding of the baSic
economic concepts that it ieessential for them to
know to effectively fill their present and future roles as
consusers; workers, and voters4the test is adminis-
tireAefore and after a course of economics instruct
tio'n, the, test should be a useful aid i0he evaluation of
curriculum content and teaching, Meithods.---For pre-
and post testing purposes, two e-40

pre-
.; -forms of

the EL are available, A and B, havihg, 4p items :each.
When the period- of econbmics instruction is shorter
than a quarter or semester, prer';and',,p sting
should be conducted using alternatV.\ forms to
preclude distortions in results because. seungron te._"re-
member- . the pretest at the time at the secend
testing.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE-TEST

The'economic contrt of the Test of Economic Liter-
acy is based upon the Master Curriculum .Gu e
Framework., The test questions are broken down n
seven distinCt content categories:

A. Thebasic economic problem
B. Economic systems

, Mjcroeconomics: resource:allocation and income
ditribution

D. Macroeconomics: economib stability and growth
E, The world economy
R Economic institutions
G. Concepts for-evaluating economic actions and

policies
=
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In addition,'. a numba:f of questions on ihe
involve one or more of the seven `' statistical
concebts"-, listed in the -MCG Framework. However,
theSetpeations also test knowledge of the "content
cateribnes". listed above, In genera1,4ch question
involving "statistical concept" has a t least one
corresponding question testing the same :'content
category- without the "statistical concepts.`" Thus,,
tile-teactiarStoauld be able to determinelflhe student
has trouble with 'the "path" or the -ec omics" Py
comparison acoring of the appropn quations.
Inbie 1 lisla.ther detailed' eorftent cat dories for tyre

\ - ,

T TEL is also broken,
,
down. according to a

14ive-leyet schema of cognitive taxonom Tfis set of '.
cognitive levels a variant-of Bleam.s ta-xolcomy: In
Bloom's briginal work, six taxonornid:levelg or catego-
ries were identified:. ,knowledge comprehension;
application, analysis, synthesis,. aria evaru-tion. In e

TEL cognitive: taxonomy; Bloom's .synthesi level has "-

been. ornitted on the-Oresumption that lit le or no
synthesis is called for in the typ&I high sch of cou%e
or unit' on economics. The workingtamMittee felt that
the remaining five levels provide an adequate brak-
down of the learning levels that mould and should be
broached in the typical high_school economics course .
or unit. TVIe 2 displays this five-level cognitive taxtn-
omy for thTEL. . v ,

.
cognitive lev l (either based upon tie modified Bloom.
taxonomy tic TUCE level) is often somewhat arbitrary.
Thus, any.'irt*xidual surveying the test _matrix' might
well disagree with. the -determination- of the working
committee, tor any given item, Howeyer, jt was the"
judgment of the working committee that the content
and cognitive levels finally adopted besfreflected the
actual structure ofAhe TEL. With regard td'
economic content tested by-the-two-forms -of -the -T

T ble 4 indicates the working committee's interpreta-
n of the National ,A,c1Vivry CoMmittee's guidelines

as to what ought to be rested, In other words, the
optimal content weights fornthe TEL were determined'

-TABLE 1 C6ntent. Categories fcr the TEL

A. The Basic Econothic Problem

.Economic wants
2v, Productive resources

carcity and choices
portunity costs ant trade -offs
rginalism and equilibriuM

1
The overall Oecifications of the TEL are cOntai ed

in Table 3, a matrix that -breaks. down ,4ch item of
each form ceche teat by content and cognitive catego-
ries. Table 4 contains a summary TEL matrix, catego ,

rizing the test according to both c,ognitive, levels as
determined by the TEL ,five-level categories and the !

three -le vfl breakdown used to categorize questiOns.
on infe fast -of Underatanding in College Economics
(TUCE).8.The TUCE cognitive categories were. ident-
fied a§' (1) recognitiOn7understandihg, (2) simp e

familiar with.tne 4.10E categories will note the lac 0
application, and (,3) complex .. application .9 =,Thos

overlap betyreen the, two cognitive-level categori4a-, r .

motions.

The Olessification14 particular test item according
o a single ecoriomic content category, or a clear-cut

3. Te of Understanding in College Economics (New York. The.
Psc- hological Corporation, 19E18).l9. 'Recognition ritlerstanding" (RU) queStions are those that
could, in pri ple,- be answered by reference to a.textbook.
Such questions need not be Zswerable by rote memory, butquestions
can an shot test understanding or comprehension rather
than sirliple redall. A "simple- application" (SA) Vestion
involves the application of a. principle or concept when its use
is specified or clearly implied. A "complex application:' (CA)
question requires that Ptudent demon- rafe ,bility to .FeJecr
and utilize a concept rinciple when its is not spaeified:
A CA citiestion,rna at o be onern which t- o or more concepts -

or principles must be related in some manner not previously
presented to the stud ts

B. Economic Systems

e Nature a9d ,es of econ mic systems
7' Economic incentives
8 specialisation, comparative advantage, and the

vision of labor
9 Voluntary exchange

10 Interdependence
-11 Government intervention. and regulation

e. Microeconomics: Resource Allocation and Income
Distribution

1

13
14'

Markets, supply and demand
The price'rnectianism v ,,

Competition and market structrure
1b "Market failures": informatior(Coste, resourd- im7

mobility, exteriAlities, etc. s, I

16 Income distrib,ution-and government redi§tribution
1 ,A

D. Macroeconomics: Economic Stability and Growth

17 Aggregate supply and productive capatity
.18 Aggregate demand: unempLoyfient and inflation
19 Re Al and rpohey income; 6ric'e

,
level change:

20 Mtifiey and monetary policy ,.a

21
22

Fiscal policy: taxes, expepditufes, and transfer's
Economic growth
Saving,1nvestment, and produttivity

E.
_

The Wofld Econoiry

244 International economics

Economic Institutions

Policies

Econornic%go

'

Ecanor it _Actions and\
1

i. freed -m, elpnomiciefficiency,
Ifl__egofil security, price 'stability,'
emplo roent, and gr-oirth

ono goe% ,. /



Tau 2 Five-Level Cognitive,Taxonomy for the Test of Economic 'Literacy

Level

.1

.Knowledge

;. Objedive

To show that the student
knows

II To show thalAe'studehf
Comprehensioh understands

III
Application

IV
AnalN.;sis

V"
Evaluation

. To show triat the student
can use what is learned

To shiow that the student
perceives n c1-440 n. pick

out the mahlim'prirtani
points in materihl
presented

To show that the student
can judge and evaluate
ideas, information,
solutions, -procedures,

lir and goals

list, recall. 4-ernember, tell,-define,
identify,` label, locate, recognize

explain, illustrate, describe,
summarize, frite'rpiet, expand,

-convert, measure, understand,
-translate, extrapolate ,

demonstrate, apply, User construct,
find solutions, collect infortnation
perform, solve, use abstractions,'
choose appropriate procedures

analyze, debate differentiate,
gener IV, conclude, distinguish?
orgy ize,,,determine

gompare,`decide, judge! evaluate,
condlude, contrast, appraise,
develop critejia

Emph sis

recognition and recallability to
remember facts in a.form close to -

the way they were first presentet

gran the.meaning and intent of
intor lion 'abill telt cir
translate own

use of informationability to apply
learning to new situ. ations and
real -life circumstances

reasoningability to break down
information into co "Onent parts
and to detect relati r=eships of one
part to another an to the whole

;
criteria or standards for eva:luation

and judgmentability to me
judgments based on criteria

4
or

standards

Sou F1': Adapted icr Sally A. Campbell, Consioner.Eduration in an- Age of Adaptation (Qhicagor Sears, Roebuck, 197..1),
' p.10. ..

' ,_ 1 -,
a This is actually, sixth level of Bloom's original axon We decidhd to delete the fifth. level ( "Synthesis" )-from the original
schema, as it -s not appear to fit in With what isAnormally taught in.the economics classroom. In Bloom's lormuLation, the

,. emphasis in e synthesis" category is on originality hnd creativity. . b



TABLE °Vera!! Spocifiations for ilielEL

,Form A

Content

CalegOiles

Cognitive Categories.

III 'iv

1710,

,3

19 "3,

43 6

7

8

10

11

C 12

13

14

15

16:, 10

25

26,30

11,32

11

(---1

12

1.3

34

35

36

14,15

16,17

20,21,

37

22

18

23,24

D17

18 .

19

20

21

22,

23

36,39

27,28

40,41

E 24 43

44,4

2,45

.T9tal number

of questions 10 12 11

Per cent 21.7 26 1 23.9 17.4 119

Form B

dues=

lions

Per

Cent .t I

8.7

4 30.4
1

17

37

11

24,25,26

.a7,131,

32

2.2

4.3

46' 100.0 11

100 23 9 '

Cognitive Categories No. of

ues,

lions

Per

CentIII IV

3

'4 4 8.7

6 13.0

12p

113

15,16,17

18

-14,19

20

2 23

21 13 28.3

2.34

\
35

'36

37

29,39,40

,28

41'

17 37.0

42 1 2,2

4.3

30,46 6.5

r 11, 11 5 46 100.0,

X3.9 1'23.9 17.4 10.9 100

NOTE: The entries in the matrix, cells are ft e question numbers in the ;IEL'., The 'cognitive cate

in Table 2; the "content category'= letters and numbe S at the lett correspond to those ih Toe 1..,

! meters above the v Nical columns correspond to those

i 0



TABLE 4: Summary Content/Co
Matrix for.the TEL
(number of questions

itiye Level

Content
Category

Cognitive Level TUCI Level

2
1

0
2
0

Total 10

0
2 ,

C 1

6,
0
2

0

Total 11

II III .IV V To RU SA CA

Form A
2' 2 17 0 4 2 2
2 2 0 0 6 4 2
3 6 2 2 14 6

6 17 14 0

1 0 0 1 0
0 0 2 .0 0

2 0 0 2

12 11 8 8 46 29 15

Farm

2 2 0 0 2 2 o
2 1 0° 1 6 0
2 6 2 2 13 0.
4 2 5 0 17 14 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0

1 0 0. 2 3 1 0

11 11 8 5 46 31

on the basis of corisultation with members of the
National,Advisory Committee (in particular with W Lee
Hansen), The extent to which the working committee
was able to find or. to write test items that adequately
reflected this optimal test structure is a completely
diffrent question and is, of course, open to ritical
comment by reviewers and users of the test instru-
ments.

USE OF THE -EST

To Measure' Student Knowledge

The Test of Economic Literacy was designed
primarily to aid teachers in evaluating and improving
the quality of high school economics teaching.
,There are several ways in which it can be used to
achieve that objective.

In Pretests

The TEL can be administered as a pretest at the
oureet of a unit of -instructiopilor at the beginnicid of a

semester to assess the Students' prior knowledge
of economic concepts. This is' be6oming more and -
more important,to high school teachers because;
many school systems, 'have ,irqrted instructiomrin
economicssometimes only-on, a. limited Oasis

, well below the high school gi-adeS. If pre-high.
school economi instruction Has been. effective,
many__students L. alreadyLha_viey,aoquired,,dorne
knowledge of eco omic ideas. Thus, the wise high
school teacher will want. to know the Students'
areas of strength and weakness, so that the
teacher!' can balance-the course's contest appro-

.
priately.

To determine areas of studentS' relative strength
or weakness in econothia knowledge, teachers can
compare the scores of their students with the
national scotes for each test item. The relevant
national scors roc comparison with - pretests ere
those listed in the Discussion Guide in Part II for
students "without economics." Small differences
:between scores reported for a given question in this
manual and those obtained in-the classroom should
not be emphasized. ,However, certain kinds/ of
comparisons may prove useful. For instance, if ttje
average score ofaftudents on the test as a whole. is
as gbod or better than the national scores,,Signifi
canny lower scores on selected items may indicate
areas of economics the teacher may wish to
emphasize ln subsequent teaching. The Discussion -

Guide provides a brief rationale for each question,
and teachers might want to examine those before
deciding )whettier the particular Concept: tested
deserves greater attention in the classroom If still in
doubt, the teacher should refer to the relevant
pages of the MCG Framework,

In addition tokomparing pretest :scores by iterh,
teachers can ,grOup their students' responses by
the content and/ or cognitive categories discussed
in Section 2, above. This will enable the teacher to
compare scores in several different areas-, of
economic content cot -levels of cognition. For exam- ,
ple, the scores of students in a given claSs can be
compared with national scores in content catego-
ries such as economic systems or macroeconom-
ics or in cognitive categories such is application or
analysis. students' incorrect responses often tend
to cluster about specific topics; the identification of
such topics may lead teachers to give them greater
emphasis and to develop strategies for teaching
them more effectively.,However, whether a cornpar-
isoh is made on the basis of individual items or
content/cognitive groupings, the TEL can be used
to identify areas in which ,students have strengths
and weaknesses even before 'formal teaching
begins so that the teacher can make appropriate.
adjustments in the time and emphasis' given to
various economic topics.

1



In Post-test

The TEL can also be us d at the end of
semester or wit of instruction in order tb Measure
the extent to which underqtanding ,_1,as improved.
Post-test scores fbr aviven group of students may
10,cotripared to their pretest scores and to the
nationalscOres-ferestudenteellwithonomics" in
the Discussion:G.0de (Part II). A 'pretest/post-test
use of the TEL should help to provide evidence of
the effect of a,:givol curriculumoand teaching 'Strat,F
egy on StudentS:,econemie literacy. This will be a
particularly useful tool Of comparison if the test is
administered on both a pre- and post-test basis to
classes in 4 school system in'which varying degrees
of emphasis are placed on economics and different
teaching approaches employed. It is hoped that the
TEL will be:used that way to measure the impact of
Varying teaching treatments on student- perfor-
mance in economics. Rigorous evaluations of this
kind should contribkite significantly to the iMprovd!
ment of teaching effectiveness in high schools.

When used as a postAest, the TEL should be
administered early enough to allow one or two class
periods to be used for discussion of test scores,
individual test 'items; and topic areas. Tilt teacher
can take advantage of the students' natural :interest
in their. relative standing in the class and in relation
to the national norming sample of 'students who
have had previous training in economics.

To help compare item responses of a given..
group of students with those of the norming sample,.
the Discussion Guide, below, lista- each question
and the possible responses, with the correct
response printed in bold face. Also included for
each item, in columns . to the right of the item
rationales, are the percentage of the norming
sample of students with economics' and, without
economics whose. answers, were correct and an
:item discrimination coeffiCient.la The coefficient
indicates the ability of a given question to discrimi-
nate between those students who "know econome=
icS" and those who do not'lt is more an evaluation
of the individual item than it is of the indrvidual
student. The higher the coefficient (i.e., the closer it

10 This is, the point-biserial correlation between an individual test
item, g, and the total test score, if: The formula for this
correlation is

= (Pg1 Og)

where A7,7 = mean score of those answering item q correctly
= mean score oh the total test
= standard deyiation on the total test

9 = proportion answering item g correctly
O (1 Po)

As a further reference; see Harold GulliksF The Theory of
Mental Tests (New York: Wiley, 1950), p. 126.

r
0_ +1.0), the better -the,' item. 'The lowerqh6

coefficient(i.e, the closer it is to-' 1.6), Jhe'worse
the item. An item discrimination .coefficient of iero
would indicate a question that comAeteiV fails to
discriminate. betwtep. "strong".. and 'weak-
students. In general. an item'. discrimination coeffl-
dent below 0. ?0 is a Ipoor discriminator.- Ques-
floes with a ere ea/We toe*lent are reverse discern:
inators (indicalifig.that ire "weak:" student ,get
the '_question ht thee -gtrong'.' studerits).,.
Teachers shouldNalso be aware that the item
discrimination coefficient does not adjust for. the

,reading level or general-ability Of indiVidual.stedepts
in the norining sample. Thus, relatively "bright"
.students may do well on a given questian regard-

- less of whether or net they ..have had economics
instruction.

There are other reasons for using the item
discrimination.inforrnation with. care. Item difficulty
(percent of . correct resagnses), depends upon
many things besides the complexity of the feet,
concept, or principle being tested. Such matters as
clssrpom emphasis on the specific point in clues-
tion, the closeness or plausibility of Thcorreet alter-
natives or -distractors," and the relation of the item
content to students' outside activities, ex0eriences,
and reading and TV-vieWing habits may also affect
item difficulty. Therefore, it is worth stressing again
that undue'emphasit should not be placed on small
differences between the percentage reported in the
manual and those obtained in the classroom.

When students cannot answer a question or find
it most diffibult to select the correct answer, they
are generally very interested in what the correct ,
answer is and why it is corr t. Students' incorrectCorr

often : tend t 'be concentrated on
specific topics_. 'It is on tho e topics that review time
can be spent most profitabls1:11Ce the clustering of
errors is an indication of co fusion about the tooia.
Depending upon the class he teachers may wish
to read the rationale for each. correct answer.
directly from the Discussion Guide or simply use it
as a basis for their Own remarks: Discussion can
then continue between students and teacher, using
the class's textbook as wells as - supplementary
materials for background information: In this way,
the TEL can become a powerful teaching tool.

-)
During a Course.

A third use of the TEL is o administer one of its
forms midway duringsa cbur_ e or unit of instruction
and to use the results for formative evaluatiorr
eurpoSes. Data o0judiknt' performance near the
halfway point carAr b' be used to alter instructional
strategies tor the balance of the course' or unit,
thereby more closely 'reaching the instructional
goal: greater student economic literacy :

,



When used on a pretest, midterm, and post-test
basis, it isAikely tnat some student "learning" will
result because-students will then take one form of
the test twice. In .other 'words, students may "re-
member': items from one test administration 4o the
next. Th is effectcan-be reduced substantially, if not
completely, by alterT%ting forms'of the test. Howev:
er, it an:entire quarter or semester intervenes
between administrations, the sarne.form of the TEL
may be given without concern for major "incidental
learning" effects Ahrough the testing process itself

=

Learning-Econiornics through Gytiup
Testing

Standard testing practices tend tope corbQetitive
situations -Wr students, pitting one student against
another, the entire' class, or the natiwal'nort-ns.
Some students may find this situation threatening, or
intimidating. As an alternative, teachers may wish to
errrloy the group-testing method developed by,
Peer R. Senn of the Chicago City Colleges, Wright
Campus.

In Senn's method, students are encouraged to
form small groups of five to eight students each and
to work cooperatively on individual test items Each
student has an individual answej sheet en which to
record his or her individual respOnse, but the group
as a whole must come up wail a -group an to
each question (from which individual student
answers may differ) Members 'of each group aro
encouraged to diqcuss each question and its selec-
tion of answers and to develop reasons for the
choice of ''correct- responses When all groups
have completed the test a class discussion of
every question follows For each Question. a differ-
ent- group is cLilled upon to give the "correct-
answer and the group's rationale for its choice
Class discussion can then follow, particularly if a

group's respoRise is incorrect
Senn's group-testing method places emphasis

on cooperation rather than competition and engen-
ders a nonthreatening, nonintimiciating class spirit It

also leads to group learning, which may be far more
effective than more traditional approaches Howev-
er, the group-testing method obviously reduces the
accuracy of measurement of individual stud(-it
achievement or performance as customarily mea-
sured

Chance Results

Each question on the TEL has four possible
choices, one correct answer and throe distractors.

Pure chance would thus dictate an aggfegate
correct Score of 25 percent (11.6 points on the
PEL) for those who had absolutely no Knowledge of
economics. If some students score below 25
percent on the test, their answer sheets in particular
should be carefully checked for systematic errors in-
test marking, scoring, or test administration. For
instance, the key for Form A might have been used
inadvertently to score a Form B test.

ft should also be noted that the norming data.
yielded several questions with "below chance"
scores for the norming sample. These results indict,

-cate particularly difficult items which maybe faulty in
some technical way. In evaluating answers to such
items, allowance should be made for the "quality"
of the question Subsequent work on the-TEL May
lead to modification of individual test items or
"improvement" in item statistics through the elimi-
nation or- reduction of 'measurerrfentror. In any
event, pretest results for an entire glass should
equal or exceed the chance score of 11.5

USe in Various Courses-
.

It should also be stressed that the Test of
Economic Literacy was not designed for exclusive
use in high school economics courses.-Teachers of
social studies, business education, consumer
education, history, home economics, and other
sublet ts may find the TEL useful, particularly if the
courses include significant amounts of economics.
Moreover, community college economicsiinstruc-
tors may find the TEL useful in evaluating student
achievement in basic economics courses, Finally,
preservice and in-service teacher trainers n-lay find
the test worthwhile for college-level instruction of
teachers in courses and workshops. In fact, any
course, workshop, or unit of instruction based on
the MCG Framework and intended for the high
scribol level and above can be evaluated effectively
by means of the TEL. If the MCG Framework is not
the focus of instruction in a particular teaching
situation, the TFJ may or may not be an appropriate
evaluation instrument, the teacher must decide on
an inC ividual basis.

U4e in Ri s arch

Ihe rest of Economic Understanding, which was
published in the 1960s and was the predecessor of
the TEL, led to a surge of evaluative studies and
research on thrir teaching and learning of economic
concepts in schools. It is hoped that the TEL will
continue that trend Researchers employing the TEL
in experimental settings may wish to bay, particular



attention to the technical data reported in SeCtion 6,
below. In addition, a JCEE_ _report now being
prepared will. contain a number of useful observa-
tions for researchers and evaluatorz.11

-4. ADMINISTERING THE TEST

General Instructions

The Test of Economic Literacy has been
designed to be used primarily dy teachers, Those

ho administer the test should be familiar with the
described below. Unless standard

procedures are followed when the TEL is given,
results obtained at different times may not be
strictly cAparable. The TEL is easy to administer
and may' be scored by hand or 'machine.

The norm data provided in this manual are the
result of testing many student groups throughout
the United States. To ensure meaningful rompah=
sons with the national sample, it is essential that the
instructions that follow are adhered to by examiners
during adMinistration of the TEL -Specific directions
for the Student are provided in the test booklet.
Although these instructions will be adequate for
Most situations, iris suggested that the examiner
carefully look over the test and the answer sheet
before the testing session begins in order to antici-
pate any problems.

Materials

The TEL is printed in a reusable test booklet, It
students follow instructions, there wit) be no writing
in the TEL test booklets, which can kerefore be
used a number of times. After each te,.ting session
the booklets should be inspected for pencil marks.
Any marks should be completely erased before the
booklet is reused or else marked up test booklets
should be discarded.

The test questions may be answered on a
facsimile 9f the answer sheet printed in Appendix B
o run ny ffra'qtainecreaga ble-adAVer, Meet having
least 46 'answer positions, each with at least four
options. If answers are to be machine scored, the
teacher must use answer sheets that are compete.,
hie with the scoring equipment to be used, an the

William E, Recker Jr, and John C. Soper. eds., "A Compre-
hensive Evaluation Design for the Program and Structure of
the Joint Council on Economic Education and Its Affiliates

students must mark the answer sheets with the
appropriate._ pencils (usually No. 2 lead), In any
event, caution students-not to use a ballpoint pen.
Use', of a pen will make it difficult to change
responses and most machines will not score ball-
point markers: For machine scoring, it is well to
have aitional pencils of the appropriate type on
hand.

The room in which the test is to be administers
should be well-lighted, well-ventilated, aneRvogryn-
ably quiet. The students should have sufficient
working space to handle both the test booklet and
answer sheet. Students should be seated so as to

I minimize opportunities to see each other's answers
(unless the group-testing method is used),

All test materials should be counted and assem-
bled prior to the testing session. Some time may be
saved by placing an answer sheet under the front
cover of every test booklet so that both answer
sheet and test booklet can be distributed in a single
operation, Make certain that each student receives
only one booklet,

Timing the Test

The TEL requires about 40 minutes of testing
time. If testing is done in a class period that is
shorter than 40 minutes, and the time cannot be
extended, allowance should be made for.this factor
whentest scores are evaluated and compared to
the national norms. Since the TEL was designed as
a power test rather than as- a speed test, it is

probable that most students will complete it before
40 minutes are up. Since many class periods are
set at 45 to 50 minutes, the testing should begin as
soon as possible after the start of class. To insure
that students do not arrive late, it may be helpful to
remind them in the class prior to the test to try hard
to be on time and to bring No 2 pencils.

Directions for the Examiner

Firs pass out the answer sheets (and No 2
pencils if necesary) and instruct those taking the
test to fill in the appropriate information on the
answer sheet. Make sure tkike students mark which
form' oFthe test, A or B, they are taking. If the test
booklets Fund answer sheets are not passed out
together/ distribute the booklets white the students
are filling out the preliminary information on the
answer sheet. Test booklets should remain face up
and closed until the examiner gives the signal to
begin.

When everyone has received all the necessary
materials, say:



"Read the directions to yourselves as I read them
.aloud:
"1. Please fill out the information requested
the answer sheet before beginning your test,

"2. When marking your answer sheet, use c
. 'regular No 2 pencil. DO NOT USE A BALLPOINT---

PEN. Do not make any stray marks on the answer
sheet. If you make a mistake, erase completely the
answer you wish to change.

3: This test is designed to measure your under=
standing of economics. Not all students will have
taken a formal course in economics, but most have
learned something about the subject in their regular
courses, thkough reading, listening to the radio, or
watching television. These questions will measure
how well you understand the principles of econom-
ies and.the way our economy operates. It is proba-
ble that you will not know the answers to some
questions. However, you should answer every
question by marking what you think is the best
choice, using the information you do have to select
your answer, Work at a comfOrtable speed, but do
not spend too much time on any one item The test
consists of forty=six questions or incomplete state-
ments, tor each of which you are to choose the one
best answer: Even though in some instances more
than one answer may appear to be correct, your
task is to choose the best answer

Qn

i
After reading the directions say
"Sample questions. I and 2 on the front cover of

the test booklet give examples of ea properly
marked answer. Notice that 'response L. on ques
tion 1 an_. response A on question 2 have been
filled in clea ly When you begin the test, read the
question ca fully and choose your answer Then
use your i..cil to blacken the lettered space on the
answer sheet that corresponds to the letter of the
answer you haXe chosen

If the answer sheets will be scored by machine,
say:

"The papers will be scored by machine, so be
'sure that you use only a No 2 pencil to criark your
answers bn your answer sheet Fill in the space
under the letter that corresponds to the letter af the

6,
answer you have chosen Be certain to make each

heavymark heavy and black. If you change an answer, be
sure to erase your ,first mark completely befci e
making another mark. Erase all stray marks on your
answer sheet."

Whether the sheets are to be scored by hand or
by machine, say:

"When you finish the test go hack and check
your answers. If .you have any questions, raise your
hand now No questions concerning any aspect of
the test will be answered after the test has begun

. ,

10

But if your pencil breaks or if you dct a faulty'
booklet or answer sheet, raise your Ifind."

When you have answered all questions,-says
"You will have 40 migUitlkfor the test. Remem-

ber, make no marks on the test booklet itself. All
right begin."

A

During the first few minutes of the test, check to
make sure that everyone is marking his or her
answer sheet properly. When testing is completed,'
collect all materials. Verify that all materials have
been collected before students leave the room.

If oth forms are to be administered during the
sane testing session, 80 minutes should be set
as. e for actual test taking by the studentp; If a
s group is tested, the teacher may hod it

ronvenient to distribute the second test booklet'
and answer sheet as students complete the first
test. With larger groups, it dray be more convenient
to distribute both test booklets and the two answer
sheets at the beginning of the testing session. In
either case, students must be especially careful to
indicate the form of the test (A or B) on each
answer sheet

5. SCORING THE ,TEST

The score for the Test of Economic Literacy is the
number of correct responses. The maximum possible'
score on each form is 46. A single answer sheet is
used and the sheet may be scored by hand or by
machine

To score the test by hand, use the key and
facsimiles of the answer sheet in Appendix B. Scan
each answer sheet to make certain only one answer
has been marked for each question: if more than one
answer space has been marked, the response to that
question is considered wrong. To use the scoring key,
punch out the blackened circles for Form A or B and
place the key over the answer sheet. Double check to
be sure that the scoring key is for the same form (A or
B) as the test The raw score is the total number of
answer'marks showing through the holes minus any
multiple=marked items.

After the tests have been graded and returned to
the students, the teacher should read each test item
aloud (as the studerk read silently from their test
booklets and take note of their responses), asking
those who answered correctly to raise their hands.
The number of correct responses divided by the
number of students taking the test and multiplied t-4),
100 is the class percentage correct for that item. This
percentage may be compared With the appropriate
norniing data in Part II.

Many schools and virtually all colleges are now
equipped to score tests like the TEL by machine. In



most such cases, a special answer sheet is required
that is compatible with the scoring machine available.
Usually, Noe 2 pencils must be used to mark answers.
If machine scoring will bj used, check with the scoring
service in advance about required answer sheets and
pencils.

Machine scoring of tests often also produces a
printout of the student roster with raw scores and
percentiles for the scores based on the group tested.
In addition, the'group mean, standard deviation, and a
frequency distribution are often provided Such data
can be very useful in the interpretation of group
results.

TECHNICAL DATA

Standardization and Norms

The TEL was normed in May-June 1977,12 using
a nationwide sample. The purpose of the norm data
collection was to make test scores as meaningful
as possible. The testing provided national norms
against ,which test users may compare the scores
of their students. In addition, statistical data
obtained from the norm data were used to Judge
the technical adequacy of the TEL

The norm data were collected from classes in the
92 high schools listed in Appendix A. The approach
taken in selecting schools was to obtain a diverse
group Thad would include (1) students from different
geographical regions (Northeast, North Central,
South, and West), (2) different areas (urban.
suburban, "mixed," and rural), and (3) different
sizes of schools. However, no claim is made that
the group tested is exactly representative of the
student population enrolled in high schools through-

'out the nation. There is, however, a high probability
that the forming sample contains a random distil-
aution of students by general ability (IC)), socio=
economic status, and ethnic-racial mix, although no
explicit categorical data are available lo differen=
tiate students by such subpopulations.

The data should not be considered as indicating
standards of achievement in high school econom-
ics. Rather, the.y are intended to aid teachers in
comparing their students with others. The compari=
sons will be meaningful to the extent that composi-
tion of the student body in any class is like that in
the data sample.

12: If the TEL is administered to a student group at a different
time of the academic year, performance levels for that group
relative to the national _norm group may not toe strictly
comparable.

11

TABLE 5: Aggregate Statistics for the TEL,
Norming Sample, Spring 1977

Form A Form B

Mean
Standard deviation
N
standard error of measurement

(S.E.M.)
Cronbach Alpha
Per cent with economics

21.59 22.89
852 843

4,192 4,468

3.02 3.01
0 875 0.872

55 58

For the norm sample as a whole (8,660
students), Table 6 reports the aggregate statistics
obtained for each form of the, test. These statistics
indicate that Form A of the TEL is slightly more
difficult than Forme- B (mean difference = 1.3

points), but that the standard deviations, standard
errors of measurement, and Cronbach Alphas do
not differ significantly between forms (the; standard
error of measurement and Cronbach Alpha are
measures of test reliability, discussed below).

Norm Tables

Tables 6 and 7 present the norms obtained for
eleventh and twelfth graderswith aliti--,without,
economics training, by form ofle lest, ipercen-
tiles. These tables permit thenversion..of raw
scores' to percentile, ranks fOr . the appropriate
grade level and also according to whether students
have had p ior instruction in economics or not
Percentile r: nks are 'obtained by calculating the
total percentage of students in a given grade who
scored at or below a certain raw score.

Percentile norms allow comparisons to be made
among students in different groups. For example,
an eleventh grader with economics who obtains a
raw score of 29 on Form A of the TEL is performing
as well as, or better than, 91 per cent of all twelfth
graders. taking Form A without economics who
participated in the norminq of the TEL.

To use the norms in tables 6 and 7, simply read
across from the raw score column to the column of
percentile rankings for the appropriate grade level.

Item Analysis,

Test administrators may want to know how their
students performed on certain parts of the TEL.
This would be particularly important in cases where
the teacher covered only some of the concepts
included in the test. Tables 8 and 9 show the
average percentage of correct responses for each
item for students with and without economics and,



TABLE 6: Percentile Norms for the TEL, Form A

Raw
Score

Grade 11 Grade 12

With
Economics

Without
Economics

With
Economics

Without
Economics

46
45
44 (
43 99 '97
42 99 96 99
41 99 94 99
40 98 91

39 98 99 89 99
38 97 99 86 99
37 97 99 84 9+.3

97 99 80 98
35 95 99 78 97
34 94 99 75 96
33 93 98 72 96
32 92 98 69 95
31 90 98 (35

30 88 97 63 9.3

29 88 97 60 91
28 84 96 55 89
27 81 95 53 87
26 79 92 50 84
25 75 91 4(3 87
24 71 88 43 79
23 68 83 40 75

22 63 80 37 70
21 59 76 34 65
20 53. 71 30 60

66 27
18 -44 58 75 46
17 37 51
16 30 42 20 34
15 25 36 18 78
14 29 15 24

13 116 13 18

12 12 17 11 14

11 9 14 10

10 6 8

9 4 4

8 2 7
1

7 1

6

also, the overall item discrimination coefficient (see
Section'3, above). These data are also reported in
the Discussion Guide, below

Tables 10 and 11 show the percentage of all
students responding to each of the four options for,,,,
each of the 46 items'and the percentage of omitted
responses, byform of the Ia. An item analysis of
the Find presented in tables' 8 through 11 can be
very useful. For example, if a substantial percen-
tage of students answered A when the correct
answer' is C, the teacher would do well to study
distractor A in an attempt to determine the reason.
Perhaps the students were misled by the teacher's

TABLE 7: Percentile Norms for the TEL, Form B

Raw
Score

Grade 11 Grade 12

With
Economics

Without
Economics

With
Economics

Without
Economics

46
45
44 99
43 99
42 97
41 99 99 95
46 99 99 93, 99

39 99 99 91 99
38 99 99 88 99
37 99 98 85 99
36 98 98 82 97
35 98 97 79 96
34 97 96 75 94
33 96 94 72 93

95 93 69 92
94 91 64 91
93 89 61 89

29 92 57 87
28 90 86' 53 84
77 87 82 50 81
26 84 79 45 79
25 81 4 1

74 76 71 37 \ 73
23 7(1 66 33 71

66 61 30 66
21 60 27 62
20 55 50 24 58

.19 49 46 52
18 43 40 18 48
17 35 35 15 41

3 r1 30 13 37
15 26 24 11 31
14 19 9 27
13 15 8 22
12 17 11 5 17

11 7 3 12

1(1 4 2 -8

9 3 2 1

13 1 2 1

6

or textbook's presentation of the material or by
some item of supplementary material.

Reliability

The reliability of a test is the degree to which that
test measures student 'performance consistently.
For example, two students taking the same test are
likely to obtain different scores, but each student
taking the test again (without intervening instruction
in the subject being tested) should obtain about the
same score as the first time However, many

12 1 7



TABLE Percentage of Correct Responses and
Discrimination Power, TEL Form A

Per Cent/Correct

Correct Discrimination With Without
Item Answer Coefficient Economics Economics

4' C
5

6 C
7

8 D

9

A

A
11

12

13
14

15

a 16
17-

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31

32
33
34

35
36
37
'38
39

40
41
42
43
44
45
46

C

A

A

0
D

D
A

D
A

C

A
E.

A

A

C

D

A

D

A

.42

.45
39
"34

.38
47
.36
28

.31

44
-33
46
45
39
38.
45-
32
36
40

45
24
46

.37
40
40
47
45
43
43

36
30
46
40
38
35

39
32
30
38

.45
37
47
42
41
27
36

208
50 1
'419
71.0
672'
70.2+
55 7
62 1
52 5

40 7
53 9
59 0

,4

57 6
81 2
63.1

-49 5
50 6
81

44 0
30 2
697,

f--.)49
;4 7
68 6
709
69 3
53 6
4E5 5

32 8
53 2 .

70.5
509
36 7
39 5
54 9
33 1

35 7 ,

4 b b

44 5
41 4
43 3
42 6
20 0
44 6

48
40 1
19 1

518
53 6
56 5
44 3
54 9
48 8

30.4
47 8
463
63_2
52 5
75 4
53 0
38 13

35 9
7.8 4

35 4
18 6
60 0
41.0
45 9
51'10
.5,5 (-3

513 .1

44 7
:33 7

211 5

40
55 I).
33 9
24 1

33 1
43 8
237
30 0
34 8

25 3
30 0
21.5
298
27 9
14 9

TABLE 9: Perceotage of.Correct Responses an
Discrimination Power, TEL Form B

Per Cent Corr C

Correct Discrimination With
Item Answer Coefficient' Economic

factors (including practice in taking the test 000s0
changes in student performance from day to day
As a Jesuit, we can never measurb a student's
performance perfectly, i.e., obtain his or her ,-true"
score,

Fortunately, it is possible to estimate the amount
of variation in test scores that is due to measure-
ment error, and therefore to specify a range within
which one can be relatively certain the "true" score'

13

1

2

3

5
6
7

8

9

11)

11

13

14

15
16'
17

J8
19

20
31
22
33
24
25
26
27
28
29

31
32
33'
34
35
36
37

38
311

D
C
A

Fi

A

C
A

A
A
C
FS .

A

A
AD

It
ES

A

A
[1

C

A

40
4) E3

42
43 C.

44,
45
46 A

41

28
34
35

33

38
36
4 t>

/22
43/
42
29
39.
43
50
32
46
41
46

44
.39
75
33.
44
39
77
34
45

41

:39

36
57
28
56

32 '
.47
52
25

49
39
17

.40
43
50
25

5

PE,6
4.,5 4

68 5
.58 9
46 4
40.6

43 4
67 4
51.3
86 9
33:7
80.9
592
75'4
71 3
77.6

75
37:0
25 9
59
4S 0
61 A
58 4
65 3
37 2
53

44 7
38 7
53 5
34 6
66 7
Si 5
51 1

56
69 1
27 (1

45 4
52 3
28 6
52.9
64 0
60 6
26.5

ithout
conomics

34 8
42.6
38:2
15.2
41.2
62 5
513
40 2
30.9

36 4
57 8
46 6
86.0
23 1
76.0
53 7
75 9
67.8
69 0

.693
25.9
21..5
E39 5

30 0
59 7
f5.3 5
526
2t9
45 3

35 1
20.1
44-3
33 6
58:7
35.5
424
49 4
58 8
20 5

35 6
460
26 8
5(,) 3
53 2
51 1

34.0

will tall By taking account of rich measurement
error, the reliability of the test as a whole can be
estimated.

.The standard error of measurement (S.E1.1,),
reported in Table 5 for both forms of the TEL, is an
estimate of the amount of variation which can'pe
expected in a test score A .raw s_ ore of 23 on a
test with an S.E.M. of 3.0 indicates fiat we can be
about 67' per cent certain that a -erson's "true"



TABLE 10: Pekentage Response to Each
Alternative, TEL Form A
(N = 4,192)

Item A B C D kank

2
3
4
5
6
7

41
51*
10
8

10
9

16,

12
5

22
23
61*
13

-1'51*

14*
20
32*
63*
24
64*
21

8 27 5

9 10 ,o 51* 22

10 36' 29
0 1 22 12 14

12 53* 11 20
13 .. 9 68* 6
14 21 7 56*
15 4 9 79*
16 12 14 15

17 45* 22 16
18 23 44* = 6

19 ad* 8

20 24 19 16

..21 7 25' 49
22 10 11 13

22 18 16 2(1

24 51* 15 20
25 15, 13 11

26 15 64* 12
27 12 13

28 17 ',:? Sll*
29 9 4 11 17

30 31 27*
_31 17 48'

32 8 64* 14

33 44* 17

34 21. 9
35
36

37*
13

199n

37 29* 27
28 16 33*
39 23 4 1$,

40 15

41 16 18:
42 23 13 25,
43 37* 27 18
44 24 361
45 18 26
46 19

*Correct response

24
3/7

6
5

o 13

12
50.

. 17

22
51* I
14

17

17

7

59*
17

25

3

40'.
18

65*
46*
1:3

60*
8

65*
111

17

17

14

0

0

0
1

0

0

0

,e2

4

4

score lies in a range from 20 to 26 (2,3 t 3
that we can be 95)per cent certain that the '°,true
score lies in' a range from 17 to 29 123 t (2 x
3.0)1. The Smaller the S.E.M., the more accurate a
test is as a measuring instrument Individual test'
scores are best th6ught of as lying within a range,
rathertharias single scores, because of our inahl-

, ity to Measure perfectly, we never obtain a
standard error of measurement of zero

14

TABLE 11 . 'Percentage Response to EaCh
Alternative, TEL Form B
(N = 4,468)

Item B C Blank

3
4

5

6
7'

18
41*
41
35
18
56'
20
3.

17

19
18

14

44* %)

'166*
18

13

37*

4
481
20
20
*3

7,
.16
44*

7

51*
14

20
23*

9
9
9

22
53

0

0

28 15 1* 16
1 63* 24 6 6

,12. 49* 9 34 7
-113 v 3 6 4 87' 014.

26 17 27 291
15 79* 6 9 7 0
16 57* 9 12 .22
17 . 4 15 76* 4 0

18 . 8 701 9 13
19 0 74 *114 11 7 8

20 9 73* 10 8 0
21 35 21 321
23 15 '241 49
23 9 60' 12 19
24 17 15 28 39'
25 18 7 61* 13
26 17 56' 15 11

27 10 18 11 601
28 34* 21 25 19

21 50* 18 11.1

41* 18 20
.31 26 s12' 30
32 9 18 21 50* II 2
33 14 34* 21 30 2
34 631 11 17 7 2
35 13 17 24 45*
36 18 48' 12
37 26 54* 7

38 19 65* 4
39 24' 30 37 3

19 21 15 41* 4
41 1.5 2 3

42 13 28* 37 18 4
43 13 11 52* 20 4
44 15 60' 14 7 4'
4.5 10 12 57* 17 4
46 26' 29 15 5

*Ciorrect response

Ar'iother measure of overall test reliability is Cron-
each's; Alpha a statistic yielding a coefficient with a

.value ranging from zero to 1.00; the higher the
coefficient, the greater ,the statistical reliability: A
Cronbach Alpha of 1:00 Would indicate a be-risk-PI
reliable test, while a coefficient of zero Would indi-
cate a totally unreliable one. In spite of low discrimi-
nation indexes, a number of TEL questions (e.g. 42
on Form B) were retained in-the final version of the

19
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TABLE 12: Statistical Differences bef6r and after Instruction
at N 163)

StUdents lyith
Economics Instruction (N

- Students without
Economits Instruction (N = 114)

Post-test Pretest a Difference Post-test Pretest

Mean
Standard deviation
Standard error

..-

25.51 19.72 5 79
7.45 31:82 : 4 99,'
1.02 0 690 80

Pre/post correlation - 0 744
(P-.fa)

1 - 8 45 (F-0)/

21 97'
551
0(53

Pre /p

t

18 80
539.
0 51

tionre)ation = 0

4-94 (P=-0)'
degrees of freedom = p.2

TEL because of considerations of conten validity, If
questions with higher discrimination exec had
been used instead, the test would probably have
had a higher overall reriability coefficient

Fihally, it should be stressed that the yet ability of
the Test of Ecorromictiteracy is substanti Ily higher
than that of most teacher-made tests herefore,
the major question to be -determined by each user
of the TEL iS whether the test as a whole and the
indivjdual questions on it are appropriate for the
testing of his or her students'

Validity

A most important question for an educational
achievement test such as the Test of Economic
Litetacy.js whether.or not it measures what ought to
be Measured This is not a question that can be
answered by reference to statistics The content'
validity of the TEL, as mentioned in sections 1 and
, was established by the working committee's

examination of a large number of test items. Those
iterns elected by the working committee were then
subjeeted to review byr members of the National
Advisory Committee, and the two panels exercised
their= best judgment as to the appropriate content
and structure of the instruments Thus the TEL nag
be said to possess "face validity It was' felt that
the composition of the National Advisory Commit-

' tee and of the working committee would best
ensure the overall validity of the test instruments for
their intended use. A check OD thQ validity of any
individual test item maybe made by -inspecting the
relatiie scores of students in the norming sample
who had or who had not had prior economics
instruction (see Part II, beloyff). In appraising the
validity of these instruments ter any particular class=

15

Difference

2127
4.82 -----

646
608

degraes ofreedom =. 109

room,- research, or evalUation application, the user-
should refer to the NI CCi Fram ork at The same
time

The validity di a test, ;is 'defined above, cannot
be determinop quantitatIvely. 'Content valid(iy is
determined by comparing, the'test -ciuestioyis with
the content judged to bd'important, not by compar-
ing scores on the -.1q with orne,other measure. On
such a definition, there is clearly, no one "validity"
for a test Whether the' TEL is a valid test d- ends
on the t )1Jr-pos'e for.which it is used Some teachers
may disagree with the content or with the objectives
emphasized by the TEL Working Committee and
the National Advisory Committee, For those teach-
ers, the TEL will not be valid.

We have also obtained limited evidence of the
TL L's concurrent validity, the test's, correlation with
other measure;, of achievement in economics. Data
were obtaind from a highly rated rnidwestern
school, shoWin student performance on the test
before and after economics instruction. Table 12
presents the relevant data for this sample of 163

udents The figures show that the observed mean
d fleregces are significant beyond the 0.01 level of

onfide,nce.

Additional,nescriptive Statistics

Tables 13 and 14 Ares -nt some additional
scriptive statistics' derived from the TEL norming
sample by form. These supplementary, data are
'broken down by sex of Student, class year (junior
and senior), type of area ,(rurdl, suburban, urban,
"Mixed"), geographical region (Northeast, North-
central,_ SOuth,,,West), prior economics instruction,,
and 'Whether Or not the student was enrelled in a
DEEP Cooperating School System of the Joint

is



-tABLE 13: De rip e Statistics for vtricius Groups within the Norroing Sarrlptejorm A

in Number Number
l\,1-1

udent sex and grade level
F_ ales

'Grade 11
GC-ade 12

Males.
Graci. 11

---Grade 12
Bytype of community.

Rural
Subuft)an
Urbee

x (urban suburban)
y regio

orthea
.;5outh

.4 North Central
West a

By DEEP status of district
DEEP
Non-DEEP:

/
22 92 ,8 817 981
20'20 7 20 22

, 25.762 , ' 6 lb. p 515

24.81 9 56, .,,1261
20.72 '216' .,.. 4 1

27 82 9 82 -' 664, 119.90
.4 .

18.24 - 5.9717.04 -0

6 09

71` 86
24.59.
22 09.
23 78

2247
19.64
27 04
27 2.1

24 89
22

All students 23'99

8 11
x.68
8 00
7'85

V:89
7 71
9 75
8 47

9 37
8 96

9 28

28
1,956

522
108

347.

17'0--
18.14
18 51
22 07

18.'29
1952
17 56
21 85

;1,405 i `18.49
909 19 59

7 06

54
6.581
6 00

. 6 3:7

847
373
311

970
3,64

355

, 10

1:560
259

5!88 898
6 614 378
6 51 375
8 17 = 191

r 6 31`4$'
6 93

18 91c 6 53

1.346
54e

TABU Descriptive Statistics for Various r ups within the Norming Sample, Form B

By student se,x and grade levbi
Females

Grade 11
Grade 12

Mean

With Econofnics

74 47 8 86 2,528 20 81

Without Economics

Std. Dev. Number Me4n Std. Dev. Number

6 843 1,128 20 25 668 845
19 74 6 09 318 19 99 6 47 1160

25 74 9 04 581 19 92 7 21 176

45 15 9 14 1,400 21 34f 7 53 905
20 13 6 47 317 21.58' 7 413

G 27 44 9 4/ 725 20.32 7 85 193
- ---1.

9 63 415 21 39 7 80 241
26 16 8 934 1,548 20\.86 7 15, 1,347
21 75 6 61 578 21 01 7 26 210
17 16 5 407 45 15 34 4 99 47

23 50 8 11 4641 20 69 7 05 291
21:38 7 43 465 20.03 7 07 702
28 47 9 57 1,259 21 22 7 37 578
23 62 7 85 262 22 18 77i66 258

27 11 8 85 975 20.94 '7.50 679
22 73 8 47 1,604 . 20.66 7 11 1, 136

7 15 1.750

Males

Grad 11

rad li 12 -

By type ofcommunity
Rural ,,

Suburban
-,.., Urban .

Mixed (urban-surburban)
'By region

Northeast
South --

North Central
West

By DEEP status of district
DEEP
Non-DEER-

All students

16



Ct orlcjl on EconoMic Educafibn! '3 F

P

or each
sullotoup, the mean TEL score, standard deviation,

--and subgfou are givdtl.

Cott-elation with 4er>yeraI Ability

W have filo .large - sample data on student
general ability (Igror.redding scores ,(a reasonaPle
,proxy Plc)) due to federal privacy, act c r straints
ilowe , the limite sample of ,163 dents re-
fe'rred to above did rovide a subsa ple 93
studehts with 'matched TEL and lows T of

v, Educational Development (11ED)-readind sc res, as
wll as_ data on grade level, TEL pretest scores,
student sex, and type of ,class the student 'had

V

13, The Developmental Economic Education Program (DEEP).'
the major school-based program of the A DEEP
Cooperating School System is one which has efitered into a
Contractual affiliation with the JCfE, an-affiliatediAte council, r

and a regional center for economic education to develop its
curriculum in economic eduiialibn, train its teachers in,

economics; produce, adapt,:orailopt new economic educa=
lion matprials,'and evaluate its,progress At this writing, over
460 schbol systems in the. United states, enrolling. more than
10 million students, participate in D -EP

attended (experimental or cohtrol). A irhple corre-
lation coefficient of 0.642 exists betweenViost-test
Scores on the TEt and the ITED reaNN scams for
thesd-93 students. This suggests a highly significant
relatio ship betwe n reading ability (which may be
inte711-e ed as a surrogate for intelligence) and

,p. perform nce orl"the TEL. This positive correlation is
consist- t with the expectations of most test anct
measurement specialist's', based upon experience
with numerous " othe? correlations of achievement
tests and general ability.14

4

17

14 For this subsample of 93 students, a Multiple linetir regression
equation was used to explain individual studenrperformance
on the 1EL post-test That equation yields:

POST-TEL --,1-.6-26 + 1.890 SENIOR
( 1. 11)

0.530 PRE -TEL -+ 1..771 SEX
(587) / .".(197)./

+ 0.636 ITED + , 379 tONEX
(521) )

,-1

where PUS TEL is the TEL post-test score, SENIOR equals 1
...for twelfth-gni:1e students and zero otherwise, PRE-TEL is the

TEL pretest score, SEX equals 1 for males and zero for
temales, ITED is the Iowa *Test of Educational Development
composite 'reading snore, and CONEX equals 1 for students
enrolled in a IV-C experimental course and zero for
students in control Bourses % The figures in parenthesesbelow
the regression cdethcients are /statistics: those for PRE-TEL,
ITED, and CONEX are significant at the 0 01 level The
equation as a whole is highly significant with an adjusted
/32,---0.639 and an P statistic of 33.59 with 5 and 87 degrees
of Irdfclom Each point on the student's ITED reading score
(mean 13.92 and standard deviation = 4 33) "explains"
0.63E points oq the TEL post-score (mean = 23.01 and
standard .deviation 7 06), Folding the other variables
constant



ITEM

ITEiIV bISCUSSIO_ AN
RATIONALE

RATIONALE

% Correct Dis-
crim-

With- ination
With out Coeffi-
Econ. Econ. dent

1. Three major factors of pro-
duction are land, labor, and
capital. Which of the following
groups best illustrates these
factors!

A. Rent, workers, and money.
B, Oil, taxi driVers, and bonds.
C Iron-ore, clerks, and trucks.
0, Farmers, investors, and

manufacturers,

2. What is meant 4y the state-
ment that every economic sys-

'tern (such as tradition, com-
mand, r market economy)
faces tl e fact of scarcity?

A. There are not enough
prochictiye 'resources to
satisfy all wants of a socie-
ty.

3. Every young society faces
scarcity, but older econo-
mies overcome this prob-
lem,

C. There are times when some
products can be had only
by paying high price.

D. All economies have depres-
sions during which scarcities
exist.

To the econdmisf,- "land" means natural-
resources in general, -labor.' means human
effort, and "capital" means productive .equip-
men! or structures, e.g., machinery, tools, build-
ings, locomotives. Answer C is the only one that
satisfactorily illustrates each of he three
factors of production: land (iron one), labor
(clerks), and capital (trucks). Note that "mon-
ey- ( inA) and "bonds" (in 9) are not capital in
the way economists use that term.

2048 4 8 .42

"Scarcity,- in economics means that society 60.1 4[.1
has more wants than it has available resources
(or means) to satisfy all those vents. This is a
fundamental concept of . economics and tinder-

,.lies the idea that ordinarily consumers', busi-
ness,-and government iend -to choose the most
effective use of limited resources, i.e., they
must follow the principle of "economizing." The
problem of .scarcity is faced continually by
every society, whatever the 'form of its govern=
ment or economic system__

18



FORM A

ITEM RATIONALE

% Correct
crim:

With- ination
With out Coeffi-
Econ. Eros. dent

3. The opportunity cost of a ne
public high schbol is_ the

A. money cost of the new
building_

B. necessary increase in the
annual tax rate.

C. other desirable economic
goods that must be giveil,
up to build the school.

0. costcost of constructing it now
as opposed to the-.--pst of a
new school at `a latter date.

4. Which of the fdllbwing ques-
tions is faced by all economic
systems (i.e., tradition, com-
mand andsmarket)e

A. How will corporations be
organized?

B. How can markets be kept
competitive?

C What goods and services
will be produced?

D. How will governments
tect private property'

In a market economy, the
purpose of profits is to

A. get businesses to act in a
responsibli? man-

ner.
8 persuade businesses to

Produce what consumers
demand.

C. protyide funds to pay --

ers better wages.
D. redistribute income from

poor to rich.

6. Which of the following_ is the
most essential for a market
economy?

A. Functioning labor unipns.
B. Good government regula-

,

tion.
C Active competition in the

Marketplace.
D. Responsible action by busi-

ness leaders.

The opportunity cost of producing anything is
.the goods or services that might alternatively
have been produced with the same resources'.
In other words, opportunity cost refers to what
is forgone once ohe fuses money or - real
resources for a specific purpose.

fi

41.9 19.1 .39

No economic system can escape the problem of 71.0 51.3 34
choosing which mix of igoods and services to
produce. HoWever, each type of economic
system makes such choices in a distinctive
way. Traditional economic systems decide
mainly. by custom or habit what goods and
services will be .produced. Command econo-
mies do so mainly by the decisions of a central
planning authority. Market economies decide
mainly through the price signals received by
producers selling in competitive markets.

Relatively high profits in a competitive market
economy will induce producers to increase
output and /or will attract additional producers.
Relatively low profits will discourage productien
of added output and / or will induce some firms
to leave an industry that shows low profitS.
Barriers to entry or exit in a particular industry
may inhibit the process of adjusting output to
the amount of consumer demand.

67.2 38

Active competition in the marketplace is essen- 702 56.5 .47
tial for the effective operation of a market econ-
omy. COmpetitive markets force business firms
to produce the products consumers demand at
the lowest prices that will cover costs.
Although the factors mentioned in the other _
answers may help a market economy to work
Well, such an economy could function without
any of them.

19



FORM A

ITEM RATIONALE

% Correct
Grim

With ination
With out Coeffi--
Econ. Econ. dent

77' Specialization and exchange
,, ' -wiiihin a nation or between

A 1174tions is likely to have which
of the following kfects?

A. All-costs of prod action will
rise.

B. More goods and services
can be produced.

C. The, danger of economic
instability is reduced.

D_'Me independence of both
nations and individuals is

increased.

Within a market economy
coastal state harvests a great_
quantity of fish ; an inland state
has a productive beet cattle
industry. if exchanges of fish
and beet take place between
these states

A. one cannot determine gains
or losses from the given
information.
one state gains at the
expense of thp,other.

C. both states lose.
D. both states gain.

When individuals: bmainesss, or nations spe-
cialize in -doing what they can do best and-
exchange their respective products, the total
quantity of goods and services for which there
is demand will increase_ The danger of
economic in-stability may, however, actually
increase as a result of increased specialize-
tion, and the iridependence of both nations and
individuals will de reasei.e., interdepen-
dence will increase.

55.7 44.3 36

6
Both states gain because both states benefit 62 1 54 9 28

from specialization and exchange. The fact that
more than one exchange of fish for beef takes
place rules out all other answers, for if a state
clpi not benefit, there would be no incentive for it
to participate in additional exchanges.

20
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ITEM RATIONALE

% Correct Dis-
crirn-

Wffh- ination
With out Coeffi-
Econ. Econ. dent

9. Suppose a large 'ity is inVesti-
. gating the elimination of real
-controls on housing at a time
when the vacancy rate is
extremely lowonly 1Y,, of all
apartments in the city are
vacant. Whi6h of.the following
is most likely to occur if rent
controls are eliminated?

A. A decrease in rents and a
decrease in the supply .431
housing.

B. An increase in rents, per-
. haps followed later by an

increase in the supply of
housing.

C. An. increase in the demand
for housing, followed by a
decrease in the supply at
housing.

U. No change in rents, since
price controls are usually
set where supply and Cie-
mand intersect.

10. Of ihe following which is the
most general cause of low indi-
vidual incomes in the United
States?

A. Lack ,,of valuable prb-
duclive services to sell.

B. Discriminatioll against non-
' union employees.,

C. Unwillingness to wo
.0_ Progressive tax rates.

11. The demand for a, factor
productTon depends largely on

A. the supply of the factor.
B. the supply of, other tIctors

of production.
C. the demand for other fac-

tors of production.
D. the demand for the prod.-

uct or products which it
helps produce.

Rent controls while vacancy rates are low set
prices ( rents) which are below equilibridm
prices_ When the controls are removed, ,rents
will rise tcl.the market-clearing level. The higher
rents are likely to induce builders and property
owners to increase the supply of rental housing
over time.

52.5 48.8 31

Most individuals earn their income from wages 40.7 30..4 .44

or salariespayments for the productive
services they render. Low individual incomes

,generally. -reflect the fact that the people
affected often because of lack of educational
and techrrical skills do not have productive
services to sell that are valued highly by poten-
tial employers, The other answers may account
ftsi-0-some low incomes, byt A provides the most
general reason.

Producers combine factors of production in the
proportions needed to produce the goods and
services they seek to sell. What they seek to
prbduce is deterrinned by what is :demanded in
the marketplace. Thus, the'demend for a pro-!
ductive factor is a derived demand, depending
largely on the market value of the good or
service it helps to produce.

21
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FORM A .

ITEM RATIONALE

% Correct. cDrilms-.

With- ination
With out Coeffi-
Econ. Econ. dent

Sc

Inamarket: economytheIn a m a rket_e yt he des i husiness_59,0 46.3 .46
public interest is'` served even owners toarnake profits and the desire of work-
when individuals 'Pursue their era to obtain higher wages lead to the produc-
own private economic goals,
because of

A. the operation of competi.
live markets.

B. the social, responsIbility of
business leaderi

C. careful planning and coordi-
nation of market activity.

D. individuals
what is in
est_

If consumers,
their freedom
in a market-
must

who understand
the public inter-

,

are to exercise
of choice wisely
/economy, they

A. know where and when
products are produced.

B. know the-prices of alterna-
tive products available.

C know whether a product
was produced by a mono-
polist.

0. have sufficient income to
permit them -to purchase
whatever they choose.

74. Teen Power, a teenage organi-
zation, propoSed'that the mini
mum wage for teens should be
increased. What effect would
this increase most likely have
on teen wages and employ-
meni in a market economy?

4
A. Wage rates would go up

and teen employment
would go up.
Wage rates wobld go down,
and teen ernployment
-Would go up.

C Wage rates would go up
and teen employment
would go down.

D. Wage rates would go up
and teen employment
would stay the same.

tion of those goods and service's consumers
want most. A market economy relies on compe-
tition to assure that if consumer demand goes
up increased output is supplied at the lowest
-pricedthat will cover all costa of production and
still leave a reasonable profit. Thus, competi-
tive markets play a more central robe than any of
the forces in the other answers..

'When consumers know the relative prices of 71.4 63.2 .45
'alternative products, they can determine which
combination of purchases will satisfy them best
at the low total cost.

Since minimum wage laws are designed to raise 57.6 52.5 .39
wages above their market-determined rates,
teen wages-would gO up but teen employment
would most likely decline. Reduced teen
employment may be caused by several factors:

employers may find it cheaper to substitute
achinery , for some teenage workers; (2)

ers may be able to hire older, more
enced workers at the higher wage; (3)
employers of teens May have to curtail

pera ions because of the higher wage costs:

22.



tORM 141,

All other things-remaining-the-same; an-inorease
irt, market supply will in general lower" the price
of each unit sepplied. The greater the increase
in supply, the greater the fall in price. Because
of the fall in price, however, the quantity
demanded should be larger.

= 1 Ac erdi 'slew of
--supply and demand,- if two
as many heads ofdettuce were
grown this year because of
good weather as were grown
last year

A. the supply of lettuce would
stay' the same this -year.

B. the demand for lettuce
would go down this year.
the price of lettuce would
go down this year.
the price of lettuce would
go up this year.

C.

D.

16. Th price of shoes is likely to"
be i eaied by

A. ne machines reducing the
cost of shoe production.

B. more capital investment by
producers.
a decrease in the demand
or shoes.

D. a decrease in the supply of
shoes.

17_ Assume that the demand in-
crea or bread produced by
maw competitive firms. The
result ng rise in the price
Brea will usually lead to

A. more being produced.
B. less being produced.
C. no change in production.
D. elimination of ineffici

businesses from the
ket.

of

% Correct Dis-
, trim-

With ination
With ou Coeffi-
Econ. ice den

81.,2 7 4 .38

This is another example of .how price is deter- 63.i1' 53.0 .45
-mined by supply and demand in competitive
markets. A decrease in the supply ef shoes With
demand unchanged will tend to raise their price.
The factors referred to in the other answers
would tend to lower the priCe of shoes.

A rise in the price of bread resulting from 49.5 38.8 .32
increased demand in a competitive market will
generally lead to the production of more bread.
Bakers will' see the opportunity . to -sell more
loaves at the higher price and therefore will try
to meet the increased demand so as to enlarge
their profits.

23
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ITEM RATIONALE

% Correct 'pis-
crinri-

With- inatian
With aut Coeffi-
Econ. Econ. dent

State Tax Table

Percentage
Rate

Tax- Amount,
Minimum

18. The tax in the table above is a

A. proportional income tax.
B. .progressiyekincome tax.
C regressive income tax.
a fixe ncome tax.

19. Using the information in the
table above, we know that as
income increases the rate of
taxation

A. increases and the a
of tax increases.

B. increases and the amount
of tax decreases.

C. decreases and the amount
of tax increases.

D. decreases and the amount,
of tax decreases.

Since the rate of taxation increases as income 50.6 35 .36
,

increases, the tax in,the table Is progressive. A
proportional income tax is one whose rate
remains constant as income changes, and a
regressive tax is one whose rate falls as
income increases. A fixed income tax (if one
existed) would presumably have a constant
amo unt of tax, independent of income. Such a.
tax would be regressive.

As income increases, both the rate of taxation 81.8. 78.4 ;40
and the amount of the tax increase, and these
are the hallmarks of a progressive tax.
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0,-Y-ou-read-the-followirrg-headA-rnonopolized-indust ry-differs-from a-competi- 44,0-35,4 .45
line: "COFFEE GROWERS tive one because a monopoly (or cartel) goner-
FORM MONOPOLY.- How will ally places production or marketing limits on
the new coffee ronopoly
most likely differ from a highly
competitive coffee growing in-
dustry?

A. Profits in the coffee industry
will now be certain.

B. The coffee growers will
increase their use of capital
goods.

C. The coffee growers will
increase output and hire
more workers.

D. Mere will be less incentive
for the coffee growers to
be efficient.

21. It you saw a newspaper head-
line tfi'at read, "ACME WIDGET
CORPORA TION RAISES
PRICES; REST OF WIDGET IN-
DUSTRY- EXPECTED 'TO FOL-
LOW,- you would know thal
Acme Widget Corporation was
most likely to be in an industry
with

A. one seller.
B. few sellers.
C. many sellers_
D. total regulation.

22. The supply of a product
increases at the same time the
demand for it falls. Inter
absence of other changes its
price

A. cannot be determined_
B. will stay the same.
C. will rise.

will 'fall.

each member and also imposes a minimum
price Sit the product. There is thus little or no
market incentivejor the members of a monopoly
(or cartel) arrangement to be efficient. Answers
B and C are inappropriate because of the
restrictions. on output. Answer A is inappro-
priate because profits in the coffee industry
depend upon many factors and the formation of
a Monopoly or tartel will not guarantee high
profits.

An industry with comparatively few sellers (but
more than one) is called an oligopolistic indus-
try. Price-setting behavior in such an industry
frequently involves "price leadership- by one
firmf,with the other firms following. Firms In such
an industry cannot assume that their pride-
setting activities will not influence other firms in
the industry. If Acme raises its prices but the
rest of the inchistry does not follow, Acme will
lose customers to its (few) competitors and will
be forced to reduce its prices to the level
prevailing in the industry.

30.2 18.6 ' .24

Either an increase in supply or a decrease in 69.7 60.0 .46
demand alone would generally lead, to a lower
price in the absence4of counteracting forces. tf
they occur together, a lower, price is bound to
follow.
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--*--Questions-23-and-244re-based -on _

the following information:

Smog in the Central City area is largely' caused by automobile
exhaust fumes. The smog problem could be virtually eliminated if
approximately 100 airpurification plants were built in the area These
plants would simply draw in smog-filled air, remove the smog, and
pump the clean air back into the Central City atmosphere. It is

estimated that the cost of operating each plant would be $10,000 per
year.

23. lt,is highly unlikely that private
business firms would build and
operate the plants and sell their
services directly to individual
residents of the Central City
area because

A. the cost of operating the
plants would be too great.

8. people me unlikely to be
willing towkay for smog-free
air.

C. it would be less costly fbr
the government to build
and.operate the plants than
for private business firms to
do so.

0. it would probably be im-
possible to provide smog-
free air to those who are
willing to pay for it while
withholding it from those
who refuse to pay.

24. Suppose that the government
of Central City were to build
and operate the air-purification
plants_ From the standpoint of
achieving efficiency in the allo-
-cation of economic resources,
which of the following taxes
should be increased to provide
the additional tax revenues
needed to finance the opera-
tion of the air-purification
plants?

A. Motor vehicle fuel.
B. -General sales.
C Property.
D.- Income_

Since the only possible way to get all the real-.
dents of an area to pay for removing smog from
the air, is through taxation, only a government'
authority with taxing power is likely to erect
air-purification plants. -Cleaned up air" in this
case is a public good, that is, one whose bene-
fits cannot be restricted to those who pay the
costs of providing it. Such goods and services
are therefore usually paid for by some form of
general taxation, for example, clean air, paved
streets, police protection.

49.9 41.0 .37

A tax on motor fuela -user fee" for polluting 54.7 45.9 .40

the airwould have two desirable effects from
the standpoint of allocative efficiency: it
make those who are causing the tiollution pay
the costs of cleaning it up, and it would reduce.
the amount of smog somewhat since the tak
would raise gasoline prices, thus tending t
reduce the quantity of gasoline consumed.
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Foetti: di---ot-th hrr -Etolkiinietn. typiiitillydivido-the-oconomy-int&.1.-55_5_53 D 40_
omy is bought by which of the consumers, business firms, and governments,
following three large groups of the three major groups that buy the total output
spenders? of the atonomy. The other responses are all

only parital listings of those who buy.
A. Farmers, laborers, and

householders.
.8. Corporations, households,

and investors.
C. Investors, speculators, and ,

manufacturers.
D. Consumers, business firms,

and governments.

26. The best single measure of the
total economic output in the
United States' is the

A. consumer price index.
B. gross national product.
C. total amount of take-home

pay.
D. index of industrial pro-

diction.

Questions 27,28, and 29 are based
on the following graphs

Unemployment
Rate (%)

10

9

2 3 4 5 6

Year

140

131)

12(1

110

100

The gross national product is the total value of
all final goods and services produed in a

nation during a given time period. The other
measures cover only particular Aspects of
economy's operation.

PARKLAND GRAPHS

Consumer
Price Index

(Year 1 = 100)

27 Parkland had both rising unem-
ployment and a high rate of
inflation during which period?

A_ Years 7-2_
B Years 2-3.
C. Years 3 -4.
D. Years 4-5.

3 4 5 6

Year

Real Gross
National Product

(billions of dollars)

200
190

1)11)

170

16(1

150

.140
130
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110

0 1

3 4 5 6

Year

709. 55.6 .47

In years' 1-2, unemployment rose but _the 69.

Consumer Prite Index (CPI) remainedsteady. In
years 2-3, vnemployment fell, and the CPI rose.
In years 3-4, the unemployment . rate was
steady and 'so was the CPI. Only in years 4-5
did both unemployment and prices rise simulta-
neously.

27

45
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lanci-ilark-an-increase-inIrryears 2, output (-real--gross- national rod -
output with a relatively low uct) declined while prices remained steady. In
inflation rate. during which per!- years 2-3, output rose sharply, but the price,

-od?

A. Years 1-2.
B. -Yews 2,-3.
C Years 3-4:
D. Years 4-5.

29. What is the economic sit tion
and the most appropriate n-
etary and fiscal policies du ing
years 1-2?

A. Unemployment is falling; a ,
budget deficit and/or easy
moneypolicy is needed.

B. The economy is M a reces-
sion; a :budget deficit
and/or easy money policy
is needed.

CI inflation continues and ac-
celerates:- a budget surplus
and/or tight money policy
is needed.
Unerhployment is rising
while inflation accelerates; a
budget surplus and/or easy
money policy is needed.

30. Which of the following groups
is typically hurt the most by
unexpected inflation?

A. Farmers.
B. Debtors.
C. Lenders.
D. Manufacturers.

31. The commercial banking sys-
tem creates money when
banks

A. sell bonds to the public.
H. extend loans to the public.
C. increase loans to the Fed-

eral Reservp System.
a purchase bonds from the

Federal Reserve System.

level also increased considerably. In years 4 -5;
output increased but prices again rose marked-
ly. Only in years 3-4 did output increase withqut
,substantial increase in the price level.

4.7 .434

In the period covering years 1 and 2; unemploy- 46.5 33.7 ;
ment increased sharply (from 4 to 7 percent)
while the CPI remained roughly constant (at a
leVel of 100) and real output fell by roughly $10
billion (from $150 billion to -$140 billion). The
combination of rising unemployment and falling
real GNP is a typical sign of an economy in a'
recession Many economists consider that a
recession is in progress when real output falls
for at least two consecutive quarters. The so-
called neo-Keynesian policy stance under such
conditions would call for a budgetary deficit
and /or an "easy" monetary policy. Answer A is
in,correct because unemployment is rising, not
falling; answers C and D are incorrect because
inflation- is constant, not accelerating. More-
over, under 0, the policy mix of a budget surplus
and easy money would be self- canceling.

Of the groups listed, lenders are typically hurt 32.8 20.5 36
most by unexpected inflation since they are
later repaid a fixed sum of money that has less
buying power than it had when the loan was
made. Moreover, lenders may well have made --
the loan at,lower interest, rates than those they
would have charged after an unexpected infla-
tion had taken place.

When banks in the commercial bpnking system 53.2 40.2 - 30
loan mosey to the public, they typically do so by
crediting the checking accounts of the borrow-
ers. Money is literally -created" in this
process_
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serve as

A. a determinant
spending and
supply.

B. a unit of account, 'a me-
dium of excliange, and a
store of value.

C. a determinant of invest-
ment, consumption, and ag-
gregate demand.

D. a stabilizing force, a means
of income redistribution,
and a resource allocator.

As-a-unit-of accountrnoney-serves-as-the
common denominator in which all prices are

of capital- expressed. As a mediuni of exchange, 'money is
acceptable as a means of payment for the

aggregate purchase of virtually any goocrar service. As2a
store of value, money on hanctlhat is not spent
on current purchases, may be retained for
purchases that might be made in the future.

0-5 55.0 .4S

33. The limit of an economy's real While all the items listed may influence the 50.9 33.9 .40

output at anytime is set by amount of an economy's real output at any

A..,
tithe, the upper limit is set by the

,the quantity and quality of quantity and quality of its real resources
labor, capital, and natural -

labor, capital,. technology, and natural re-
resources. sources. Business demand, the amount of

B. business demand for f inal money in circulation, or government spending
goods and services. .

government regulations
may help to increase real output but the ceiling
on output is set by the real resources available

and spending.
D. the amount of money in for produCtion.

circulation_

34. The Federal Reserve Board
generally tries to increase the

supply when it wantsmoney
to

A.

B.

D.

hold down the government
debt.
increase the government
debt.
fight unemployment.
fight inflation.

The Fed-generally tries to increase the money 39.7 24.1 .33
supply when it wants to fight unemployment. A'n
increase in the money supply usually leads to
more spending (increased demand) and greater
spending generally creates a need for more
production which in turn increases employment.
More money would tend to pfpdticerntlation
rather than fight against -it, ab Answer 0 is
wrong. The primary function of The federal
Reserve System is to regulate the supply of
money in the economy and to maintain monetary
and credit conditions that are favorable to
stable economic growth at high employment.
While these,Federal Reserve activities may at
times indirectly affect the government debt, this
result is incidental to its Main purpose. There-
fore, answers A and B are incorrect.
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5. -To experienceefonomic
.growth a developing countr
must

A.' increase avestment.
B. increasp consumption.
C use th-tnarket system.
D. use central economic plan

ning.

(

36. In a market economy hi
wages depend largely upon

A. socially responsible busine
leaders.
high output per worker.

4.-!
. actions of government.

&-
D. minimum wage

37. Increasing -tbe federal budget
surplus is more desirable in a
period of,

A. inflation.
B. depression.
C falling prices.
D. mass unemployment.

38. Often an economy operates at
less than full employment. This
is most likely to occur
A. whenever competition is in-

tense.
Et. when total spending is

inadequate.
C. when there is excess de-

wand inflation.
D. when there is a scarcity of

unskilled labori

39. If total demand declines rela-
tive to the productive capacity
of the economy, which of the
following is likely to occur?

A. Inflation.
B. Increased employment.
C. A slower growth rate.
Et A government budget sur-

plus_

To-economists,--investmentis-the-got of acquit-39-5_33 1 35 _

ing the,tools. equipment, and structures needed
to produce other %cods and services. If invest-
ment increases, a country can usually produce
more, and more production is the mean's- of
achieving economic growth. Increased con-
sumption, use of the market system, or use of
central economic planning are neither riaces-
sary nor sufficient' conditions for Inducing
economic growth.

In a market economy, what businesses can pay
workers depends primarily upon the contribu-
tion the workers, make to the salable output of
the business. Thus, in a market economy, high
wages are fundarnentally due to high output per
worker, although other factors have some
influence.

Inflation results when an eaonorny*experiences
more demand for goods and services than it has
capacity to produce. Under so-called
neo-Keynesian policy prescriptions, an impor-
tant waOto relieve this condition is for the
government to take' in more revenues than it
spends. The resulting budget surplus dimin-
ishes the amount of purchasing power in the
economy and hence reduces the pressures that
lead to inflation,

There is likely to be unemployment of both labor
and machines when individual spending for
consumes goods plus business spending for
materials and equipment plus government
speriding7that is, "total spending--falls be-
low the amount needed to buy all the goods and
services an economy can procilice. Such short-
falls are characteristic of deflation, not infla-
tion. Scarcity of labor is typical "bof a high-
employment situation.

A slowing in the .rise of total demand implies
that the productive capacity of an economy is
being used less than before. This in turn implies
a slower growth rate of the nation's real GNP.
None of the other answers are realistic alterna-
tives.

30

54.9 43.8 .39

33.1 23.7 .32

35.7 30.0 .30

46:6 34;8 .38



FOR A

ITEM

F-th-I ere is full employ-
merft, the federal government
increases its seending without
increasing its tax revenues,
generally

A. an increase in unemploy-
ment will occur`

B. a serious depression will
c-WCur.

C. the national debt will de-
crease.

D. inflation will occur.

41. Increased taxation is the pre-
ferred method of, financing
government spending when

A. the interest rate is low.
B. corporate profits are low.
C the economy is experienc-

ing inflation.
D. the economy is experienc-

inging a recession_

42. Which of the fdllowing four
statistics is generally accepted
as the best measure of the
economic growth of a nation?

A. Total employment.
B. Index of stock prices.
C Money incomeper capita'
D. Real income per capita.

,4 For most nations, the reduction
of tariffs would probably

A: force some workers out of
jobs in protected indus-
tries.'

B. lessen job Opportunities in
export industries.

C. lower the average level of
living.

D. injure most farmers.

RATiONALE

Government spending Withtilit offs- etting- tax

% Correct °is-
trim-

With- inatkm
With out Coeffi-
Econ. Econ. dent

Collections normally adds to total spending in
the economy because 9overnment spending
rises without a reductioh in private spending.
Thus, when there is full employment and total
output cannot rise, additional government
spending unless accompanied by matching
higher taxes) will tend to bid up prices for the
available goods and services, i.e., inflation will
result.

Inflation implies that there is mere money avail-
able than there are goods and services to
spend it on. If the, government in-creases its
taxes, it withdrawS funds that otherwise would
by and large have been spent in the market-
place. Such an increase in taxes tends to
reduce plivate purchasing power and allows the
government to engage in public expenditures
without adding to inflationary pressures.

Real income piiirapita is the best measure of 4,
economic growth for two reasons. One is that
measuring income in real terms .removes the
distorting effects of a changing price level. The
other is that total income may be high or low
merely because a country has 'many or few
people, e.g., China vs. Norway. Dividing total
real income by the population_adjusts for such a
difference.

40.4-2573-45

41.4 21.5 47

Tariffs are often established in order to insulate 43.3 29.8 42
a domestic industry from imports brought ih
from countries that can make and sell the prod-
uct more cheaply. The reduction of such tariffs
would, probably f r some workers in the
protected industrie ut of their jobs.
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ITEM

44. One advantage of the corpo-
rate form of business organiza7
tion is that

A. corporations do not pay
taxeS.

B. stockholders make larger
profits.

C. stockholders have limited
liabilit y.

D. Corporations are larger than
other forms of business.

45. A national system of free medi-
cal care for the aged poor is
established. The system is paid
for by A increase in the
income tax. These actions pro-.
mote One economic goal, but
work against another. Specifi-
cally, these actions are likely to

A. reduce security but pro-
mote efficiency.

B. reduce equity but promote
efficiency.

C. reduce stability but pro-
mote growth_

13. reduce freedom but pro-
mote equity.

46. L.;b.or unions in ,the United
States have

A. strengthened the. bargain-
ing position of unionized
workers in relation to their
employers.

B. greatly increased the wages
of unionsworkers compared
to non-union workers.

C. organized a majority of the
American labor force

D. increased competition in
the labor market.

RATIONALE

% Correct pis-
crirn-

With- ination
With out Coeffi-
Econ. Econ. dent

Stockholders irT a corporation cannot be sued 426
or held liable for morb than ae worth of their
ownership in the,corporation. Any other assets
they may hold are exempt frbm such suits or
claims. Hence, corporation stockholders are
said to have "limited liability.- Its existence
helps to increase capital formation since inves-
tor risk is reduced.

This question involves a trade-off between free-
dom and equity, two economic goals of the
United States. Economic freedom is reduced by
the increase in the income tax. Since. all
taxpayers are taxed more in order to help the
aged poor, the taxpayerS' economic freedom is.
curtailed because they1 no longer have the
taxed dollars to spend or save as they wish. On
the other hand, equity (a more equal distribu-
tion of income and / or weifarel is promoted
because the aged poor are given access to
medical care that they Could not otherWise
obtain in the quantites they desire. Whether or
not such a system is "desirable`" is not in
question here:. One must be able to identify.
which economic goals are in conflict in the
given situation.

When workers organize into- labor unions, their
strength in bargaining with employers over
wages and working conditions generally in-
creases, There is scorn° evidence that answer B
is also partially correct, but the differences
appear to be _small and not independent of the
genbral economic health of the industry
involved. In any event, this effect is less perva-
sive than that indicated by'option A. Answer C
is wrong- because less than one:quarter of
American wage earneis are unionized. Answer
o is wrong because 'unionization reduces
competition among workers in a given labor
market.

32

20.p 14.9 .27

44.6 2.b 36
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Every economic system must
make choices. Which of the
following choices do all eco-
nomic systems face?

A. co balance the govern-
ment's budget by reducing
spending.

B. To save money and thus
reduce the national debt.

e.- To dispense- with the pro-
duction of luxuries_

1). To, make the best use of
scarce resources.

2_ When a nation's huMan and
material resources are being
fully and efficiently used, more
of any one product

A. cannot be produced.
B. can be produced only if

there is a general decrease
in prices.
can be produced only if
there is test production of
some other products.

D. cannot be produced unless
private enterprise rather
than government. does so.

Newspaper headline:
"SCHOOL REFERENDUM DE-
FEATED."10 many recent. votes
on school budgets, citizens
have .defeated school tax pro-
posals and forced schools to
elimipate extracurricular activi-
tiepbecause of .a lack of funds.
What, if any, are the opportu-
nity costs of such decisions?

A. Whatever benefits there
might..have been `from
extracurricular activities.
Since less money will, be
spent there are no oppOrtu-
nity costs.

C. The costs of what taxpayers
will now buy with. what
they saved.

D. The -opportunity- -to use
school facilities fully.

3.

The economic wants of any society are virtually
limitless. ln.this light, all resources are scarce
and every economic system must choose how
to make the most efficient use of its scarce
resources to produce those goods and services
it desires or needs the most.

When a nation's human and material resources
are being fully and efficiently used, in order to
produce more of any one product some
resources must be shifted away. from the pro-
duction of another productrThis illustrates the
problem of economizing, always faced when
resources are limited.

62.1 -34.8 ,41

52.5 42.6

The opp6rtunity costs 'of the deciSion to vote 43,2 38.2 .34
crown the school referendum are the benefit's
students and perhaps °Wert will torso from the
elimination of extracurricular activities: The
taxpayerSpresumably place a greater value on
using for their own purposes the money that
they would otherwise have paid in school taxes
to support the extracurricular activities,

33
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4. Of the following, the principle
of diminishing returns is best
illustrated by

A. an' y decline in the average
rate of profit.

B the decline in personal in-
come as workers age.

C small firms biting driven out
of business by large firms.

a a slowing rate of increase
in output as farmers add
increasing ,amounts of fer-
tilizer to their land.

5. The best definition of profit is

A. total assets minus total liabil-
ities.

B. total revenues minus total
costs.

Cr- total sales minus all taxes.
D. total sales minus wages.

6_ Most of the money thot
can businesses receive by sell-
ing their erod cts or services is
paid as

A. profit the owners of the
businesseS.

a wakes Air0".salaries to em-
plofees." .;

C. rent to properly OWn
D. interest or1. debts:

7. Specialization 'and division of
labor by nations followed by
increasing international trade
probably ,would

A. increase total world pro-
4:Indian of wanted goods
and

B. eliminate .differences
andards of living among

nations.
C. ,increase the likelihood of

worldwideunemployment.
D. lower liVing:S'tindards in the

wealthy nations.

The principle of diminishing returns states that 28.6 15.2
as more of any one resource is added.to a fixed
amount of other resources, after some pbint the
increase in total output will become less and
less. Answer D is a clear caseof- this p?ocess.

r

Profit is what is left over after all costs of pro- 45.4 41.2
duction (total costs) are subtracted; from totalyZ.
revenues (price per unit times the'bumber of v.
units sold profit is the fundamentilf incentive
for firma or individuals to engage irrbusiness in
a market economy.

U.S. businesses payr out on average about
three-fourths of all .revenues received in the
form of wages and 461Eiries: The other factor
shares (rent, interest, and profits) are substan-
tially smaller. For instance, in the decade from
1968 to 19771 elnployee compensation, i.e.,

'wages and salaries,;:a.ccounted for some 75.7%
of national incomes ',Rental income 'claimed,
2.0%; net interer,..i5.50/0; corporate profits
before taxes, 9.2%. Thiemainder, 7.5%, was
-income of "unincorpciretdO enterprises," a
large/ portion of which ia. the equivalent of
wages.

68.5 62.5 .38

vtv:.

The case for speciailzation and division of labor 58.9 51.3 .36
among nations is substaRtiatly the same as
within nationsthat it wilrisS8 each enterprise
to produce those things at,which it is ieittiveiy
most efficient. The result is that the -world's-
total production of goods and service's
increases. While differences in the standards--
or levelsof living between nations might in the
long run be reduced, there is little likelihood of
their being eliminattd. Neither of the other
answers is plausible.



The spec'alization of labor,re- Specialization'offaber.means that workers in a
svits certain industry-dr" a given location tend to

A. increased price ifflation. make the most efficjently. Therefore, they mustB. fess outputper hour bbuy other product that workers elsewhere
worked. ' make most efficiently. These circurffstances

C more ecgnomic. interde- tend -to inerestee, trade between regions or
pendence. 4 nationS and profnoteg ter economic interde-

a more; equal distribution of pendence.

produce only thoaff products that \they can

9. Within` a market economy a
northern state produces a
great quantity of the
southern) state groeits ny
oranges. If ,exchanges of
cheese and oranges take place.
between theseStates .

A. both states lose.
B. both states gain.
C. one state- gains at the'

expense of the other.
D. one Cannot determine gains

or losses from the give-n
,inipormation.

la Which tax is likely to alter most
the pattern of consumer
choice anicing various hrod-
ucts? t.

Both States ilain'becauee both states benefit
from specialization and exchange; The fact tha
more than one exchange of cheese for oranges
takes place rules out all other answers for if a
Mete did not benefit' thefeWould be no incentive

it to palotidipate in additional exchanges.

A. A general saps -tax.
B. A pertnal income tax.
C A spe excise tax.
D. A husineiS Profits lax.

and for
to how much of

'anti whether
try it or not.

vehltnent orders to
ode.

vatlable.fo sale:

Dis-

With- ination
With out Coefti-
Econ. Eceire. dent

46.4 4th. .41

apecific excise tmx (a tax on a particular
-Product) is most sLikely to alter the pattern of

tsurer choices. among various products:
his is because excise taxes raise the prices of

., .. _.

borne prothicts relative to others and thereby
en o shift consumer spending away from the

_hig r-prided products. The other taxes listed
are read more evenly over products or simply
retie -e the level 04;epending without affecting
the relative attraffhi ess of different items.

_ .

cOnomic ,denla y be described as a
schednie of good or service that
consumer ant and are able fos-buy,at different'
prices.

4'0

43,4 56.4 .43
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12.. InKally, the price system in a
market economy reacts' to a
shortage of a product by,

A. raising the price and pro-
ducer profit.

B. lowering the price and pro-
,ducer profits.

C. raising the price, but love
ing producer profits.

D. lowering the price, but in-
creasing producer profits.

g-;

ED STATES INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Per Cent
of

30

Income 20

10

0

Product shortages cannot. be ended, instantly 51.2 46.6 .29
finder any type of economic system. In a market

economy, the' immediate ayfact. of a shortage is
to raise the price of the product in short supply,
thereby increasing producer profits and making
an increase in' '.production' attractive. In the
longer run, product prices and .producer priods,
should both declineas addedproductior raises
the supply through the pressure of competition.

Poorest
20%

-13. Using the chart above, the
poorest 20% of the U.S. pop u,-
lation received about what
percentage' of the nation's
income?

A. 40%
26V.

C. 15%
D. 5%

Richest
20%

The height of the smallest bar represents the 86 9 66.0
share of; total income received by the poorest
200/0 of .tie population. That bar indicates that
the poorest fifth otrthe population receives
about 50/a of income.-
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14. You read the following head-
line: ORANdE GROWERS
FORM MONOPOLY "How will
the new orange monopoly
most likely differ from a highly
competitive orange growing
indugtry?

A. Profits in the orange indus-
try will now be certain.

B. The orange growers will
increase their use of capital
goods..

C The orange monopoly will
hire more workers and
increase output.

D. There will be less incentive
for the orange monopoly
to be efficient.

15. A rise in the price of which
product would be likely to
increase the demand for but-
ter?

Margarine.
. Butter.

C. Cheese.
D. Bread.

16. If U.S. farm output remains the
same_ how will several years of .
bad weather in Europe and the
Soviet Union affect American
food prices?

A. Raise them.
B, Decrease them.
C. Make no change.
D. Cannot be determined.

17, As more sewage processing
plants are built and put into
operation, more fertilizer may
be produced as a by-product.
If -that happens, fertilizer will
be

A. increasingly scarce.
B. more expensive_
C less expensive.
O. wanted less.

% Correct Dis-
crim-

With- ination
With out Coeffi-
Icon. Icon. cient

A monopolized industry differs from a competi 33.7 23,1 .43

live one because a monopoly (or cartel) 'genet.-
ally places production or marketing limits on
each member and also imposes .a minimum
price on the product. There is thus little or no
market incentive for the members of a monopoly
( or cartel) arrangement to be efficient. Answers
B and C are inappropriate because of the
restrictions on output. Answer A is inappro-
priate because profits in the orange industry
depend upon many factors and the formation of
a monopoly or cartel will not guarantee high
profits.

Many people use margarine instead of butter. If 80 9
margarine becomes more expensive, some
users will shift to better. Thus, the demand for
butter will go up. A rise in the price of butter or
of bread will tend to reduce the buying of those
items. The demand for butter is unlikely to be
influenced much by changes in the price of
cheese.

4

Bad. weether 'M Europe and the Soviet Union for X3.2
sevefal''years would have an adverse impact on
crop. production in those regions, To make up
for shortfalls' in their domestic production,
Eurepe.and the Soviet Union would be likely to
import considerably more food or grains than
usual, thus causing market prices in the world
( and U.S.) grain markets to rise. Therefore,
food prices in the United States will go up as
well.

If the total supply Of fertilizer is increased, the
price of fertilizer will fall, other things remaining
the same.
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W. If the government were to levy.
a tax of one dollar on every
pair of pants sold, which of the
following Would most likely
result?

A. Suppliers would sell more
and charge a higher price.

g Consumers would pay a
higher price for pants and
probably buy a smaller
quantity.

C Consumers would pay a
higher price, and as a result
suppliers would make larger
profits.
Suppliers. would increase
the quantity sold in order to
make up for the taxes paid
to the government.

9. Business firms wish to sell their
products at high prices_ douse=
holds wish to buy products at
low prices. In a market econ-
omy this conflict of interests

A. is resolved by competitive
markets.

B is resolved by government
tervention.

C. is :solved in favor of busi-
ness sirre all household
head's . are members of
firms.

D. does not exist,- there is really
-o conflict of interest be-
ween households and

firms.

20. Assuming that the supply of a
product remains constant as
the demand for it increases, its
price will normally

A. fall.
B. rise.
C. stay the same.
D. either rise or fall

The tax of $1 per pair of pants would have the 71.3 67.8 .41

same effect (to the consumer) as an increase of
$1 per pair In the cost, or supply price, of pants.
The resulting higher price of a pair of pants
would induce some consumers to reduce their
pufchases of pants. Thus, consumers in general
would pay a higher price for pants, and some
consumers would either entirely forgo the
purchase of pants or reduce the number of pairs
they buy.

A market economy relies on competition among
business firrns to assure that consumers get the
products they want at the lowest prices that will
allow businesses to cover costs and obtain a
reasonable profit. In this way, a competitive
market economy acts to balance the interests
of consumers and producers.

77.6 69.0 .46

When demand increases, i.e., is higher than 75 2 69.3 44
before at any given price, and supply remains
the same, there will normally be pressure for
the price to rise.
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21. -Americans are a mixed-up
people. Everyone knows that
baseball is far less necessary
than food and steel. Yet they
pay ball players a lot more than
farmers and steelworkers.-
Why?

A. The employers of the ball
players are monopolists.

B. Ball players are really enter-
tainers rather than produc-
ers

C There are fewer profes-
sional ball players than
farmers or steelworkers.

a Good ball players are
scarce compared to the
demand for their services.

Questions 22 and 23 are based on
the following news story:

-ANOTHER 51-IlT' WRECKED For the fourth time in six years,-Rocky
Point claims more victims. Millions of dollars in ships and cargo lost.
Ships heading into the nearby port must come dangerously close to this
well known hazard. Citizens are concerned that no lighthouseNprotects
shipping into our port.-

Salaries or wages earned by most individuals
depend basically on the Oemand for their
services relative to the supply of such services.
Since excellent baseball players are very
scarce relative to the strong demand for their
services from major league clubs, the salary
they receive is higher than that received by
most other individualS. The other answers may
all be true, but answer D provides the mo4t
fundamental explanation.

22. Private businesses are not likely
to build a lighthouse because

13. the . cost of building the
lighthouse is too high.

B. the risk of loss to shipown-
ers is eliminated by insur-
ance.

C. a private business would
have great difficulty col-
lecting fees from shipown-
ers.

D. it would cost more for a
private firm to build the
lighthouse than for the gov-
ernment to do so.

37.0 25.9 .39

The lighthouse is a classic case of a public 25 9' 21.5 .25

good, i.e., a go-0d not subject to the exclusion
principle. In other words, 'beneficiaries of the
lighthouse (ships at sea) cannot be excluded
from -consumption of the benefits of the light-
house if they refuse to pay for those benefits.
Therefore, a private business is unlikely to build
a lighthouse because it would have great diffi-
culty in identifying the consumers of its services
and collecting fees from them.
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23. Suppose that the state decides
to build and operate a light-
house to prevent shipwrecks_
What would be the fairest way
to pay for the project?

A. An income tax on all ship-
owners.

B. A docking tax on all ship_ s
using the seaport.

C A general sales tax on all
goods sold in the state_

a A general sales tax on all
goods sold in the seaport.

24. Unexpected inflation is most
likely to benefit

A. persons living on fixed pen-
sions.

B. life insurance policyholders.
C savings bank depositors.
D. people who owe money.

25. Gross National Product is

measure of

A. the price level of goods and
services sold.

B. that part of production
which is used by the goy-
ernment.

C the market value of a
nation's output of final
goods and services.

D. the quantity of goods and
services produced by pri-
vate businesses.

26. When comparing Gross Na-
qional Product over several
years, it is necessary to adjust
for

A. changes in technology.
8, changes in the price level.
C product quality improve-

ment.
D. new products that enhance

our wealth.

A docking tax on all ships using the seaport 59.9 59.5 .33
near the lighthouse would be the "fairest" way
for the state to pay for the project because
such a tax would be closest to 'a "user fee- for
the services of the lighthouse. The_options in
the other answers would tax many nonusers of
the lighthouse services and would therefore be
unfair.

Unexpected inflation benefits people who owe 45.0 30.0 .44
money because after inflation they pay back
less in terms of real purchasing power for the
amount they have borrowed. The three groups
in the other answers lose from inflation.

Gross national product is a measure of the 61.4 59.7 .39
value of a nation's total output of final goods
and services in terms of their market prices.
Answers B and D cover only part of the nation's
total output.

Assume that GNP remains the same.in terms of 53.4 51.5 .27
the actual quantity of goods and services
produced from one year to the next. If the price
level has gone up, GNP will rise in dollar terms;
if the price level has gone down, GNP will fall in
dollar terms. That is why, when comp -_ring GNP
for different years, it is necessary t6 Oliminate
the effect of ( adjust for) any changes in prices.
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27. The commercial banking sys-
tem creates Money when

A. business firms extend credit
to customers.

B. individuals deposit currency
in banks.

C. the nation's gold holdings
increase.

D. banks make loans and in-
vestments

Questions 28, 29, and 30 are based
on the following graphs.

250

240

230

220

Real Gross
National Product

(billions of dollars)

2 3 4

Year

6

130
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115

110
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100

When banks in the commercial banking system
loan money to the public, they typically do so by
crediting the checking accounts of the borrow-
ers. Money is literally "created" in this
process.

ECONOLAND GRAPHS

consumer
Price Index

(Year 1 = 400)

11

10

9

Unemployment
Rate (%)

65.3 62.6 .34

0

28. The rate of inflation was
greatest during which period?

A. Years 1-2.
B. Years 2-3.
C. Years 3-4.
D. Years 4-5_

29. During what period was Econ,
gland in a recession?

A. Years 1 -2.
B. Years 2-3.

Years 3-4.
D. Years 4-5.,

I 2 3 4

Year
0 I 2 3 4

Year

6

In years 1-2, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 37.2 28.9 .45

a measure of the rate of inflationrose from
100 to 110, a 10% increase. In the other three
periods mentioned, the CPI rose by only 2-3%.
Thus, the rate of inflation was greatest during
years 1-2.

In years _, reab GNP rose and the unemploy- 53.1 45.3 .41

ment rate .fell; the same combination of events
occurred in years 3-4. In years 4-5, real GNP
rose Moderately while the unemployment rate
held contant at 30/o. Qnly during years 2-3 was
there a decline in real GNP and a sharp rise in
the rate of unemployment, both indicators of a
recession.

41
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.30. What is the eonomic situation
and the Most appropriate mon-
etary and fiscal policy during
years 5-6? .

A. It is a period of inflation; a
budget surplus and/or tight
money policy is needed.

B. It is a period of recession; a
budget surplus and/or easy
money policy is needed_

C k is a period of recession; a
budget deficit and/or easy
money policy is needed.

a It is a period of inflation; a
budget deficit and/or easy
money policy is needed.

Which of the following makes
up the major portion of the
money supply in the United
States?

4 Federal Reserve notes.
B. National bank notes.
C. Currency and coins.
D. Checking accounts.

32. A government budget deficit
exists

A. whenever taxes are re-
duced.

B. whenever the national debt
is decreasing.

C. whenever government ex-
penditures are increased.

D. when total government
spending exceeds reve-
nues.

33' The maximum gross national
product a nation can produce
in any one year is set by

A. its natural resources.
B. its productive resources.
C. the amount of money

people have to spend.
a demand for goods and ser-

vices by families.

During years 5-6, the total of real GNP rose 44.7 35.1
moderately (from about 227 to 231), the unem-
ployment rate was stable (and low) at 3010, and
the CPI rose sharply (from about 117 to 125, or
about 6.80/0). This combination suggests an
inflationary situation. Under so-called neo-
Keynesian policy prescriptions, a budget sur-
plus and /or tight monetary policy is called fir.

Checking accountsor "demand deposits" in 38.7 20.1 36
bankers' languagemake up the major portion
of the U.S. money supply, narrowly defined. The
remainder consists of currency and coin in the
hands of the public. For example, in January
1979, demand deposits accounted for 750/0 of
the narrowly defined money supply.

A- government budget deficit is defined as an 53.5 44.3 .57
excess of government expenditures over tax
receipts for the period concernedusually
either a single quarter or a year. A budget
surplus is just the opposite; an excess of tax
receipts over government expenditures.

A nation's maximum GNP in any given year is set 34.6 33.6 .28
by its total productive resources. The amount of
money people have to' spend does not neces-
sarily set a maximum on the nation's GNP
because the quantity Of money can be readily
increased, or its velocity ( turnover)'can rise, or
prices can go down.
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34. Which one of the following
would usual y reduce con-
sumer spendi

A. A decline in consumer in-
comes.

B. A reduction in personal
income tai rates_

C An expectation that prices
will soon rise_

D. Increased government pay-
ments to individuals.

35. When ;commercial banks in-
crease their loans to businesses
and consumers, the result is

A. a decrease in the spending
power of consumers and
businesses.

B. an increase in government:
control over the economy.

C. an increase in the banks'
excess reserves.

D. an increase in the nation's'
money supply.

Since consumers spend most of the after -tax
income they receive, a ,decline in consumer
income will almost certainly reduce consumer
spending. The other events listed would tend to
increase consumer spending, other things
remaining the same.

When commercial banks make loans to busi-
nespes or, consumers, these funds are in the
form of demand deposits at banks, i.e., check-
ing accounts credited to the borrowers, The
money supply therefore increasessee ration-
ale for question 31. (We, of course, spend bank
deposits by writing checks against them.)

36. In a market economy high',
wages depend largely upon

A. minimum wage laws;
B. actiohs of governinr4
C high output per grlier.
D. socially respobsi usiness

leaders.

In a market economy, what businesses can pay
w s depends primarily upon the contribu-
tio T Workers make to the salable output of

,,,theebusiness. Thus, in a market economy, high
are fundamentally due to high output per

although other factors have some

37. If your annual mpi)er 1 . the priced, of the goods and services a person
rises 50% while prices''of-the bays riSe more than th-e increase . in that
things you buy riSe :vby ,1019%, -,Figr6oh;s= income, that individual's purchasing
then your = 'iTowp?;i.e.,,lhe ability to buy a given quantity of

1,iticidsP and .Iservices, has declined. In other
dd.,-.Y.-real:income- has fallen.A. real income is un

B. money income ha's fa7_, n
C real income has fallen`.
D. real income has risen:-:.

4

66.7 53.7 56

51.5 35.5

51.1 42.4 32
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38. One of the reasons a govern.-
ment might reduce taxes is to

A. slow down the rate of in fla-
tion_

B. slow down the rapid rise in
interest rates.

C increase consumer spend-
ing and stimulate the econ-
omy.

0. help finance space explora-
tion and trips to the moon.

39. When the economy begins a
rapid downturn, the part of
total spending that changes by
the largest percent is

A. business spending on fac-
tories, machinery, and in-
ventories.

B state and local government
spending on all activities.

C. spending by families on
consumer goods and ser-
vices_

D. business spending on wages
and salaries.

40. If from time to time total
spending falls short of produc-
tive capacity, the rate of
growth of the economy over a
long period will be

higher because production
will be coocentrated on
necessary goods rather
than luxuries.
lower because-of a heavier
reliance on the raw materi-
als of foreign countries.

C higher because inefficient
plants, equipment, and la-
bor no longereed be
employed.

D. lower because some pro-
ductive resources will not
be fully employed.

If the government reduces taxes, taxpayers are 69.1 58.8 52
F

left with more disposable income to spend or
save. Since consumers are likely to spend most
of each new dollar in disposable income, an
increase in consumer spending is likely. This', in
turn, would tend to stimulate the economy..

Business spending on factories, machinery, and 27.0 20.5 .25
inventories ( i.e., investment spending) fluc-
tuates widely in booms and /recessions, espe-
cially compared to the spending indicated in the
other answers. Government spending also
varies widely at times, but has not usually
declined markedly in reqessions. Although
family spending on consumer goods and
services and business spending on wages and
salaries are sometimes curtailed in recession-
ary times, they do not fluctuate as greatly as
business investment spending.

If total spending ( effective demand) falls short 45.4 36.6
of buying the potential output of a fully
employed economy, the rate of growth will be
slower because the existence of unused pro-
ductive capacity will inhibit investment in new
productive capacity,over the years.
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41. Rapidly growing economies al-
ways have

A. a slow rate of inflation.
'IL a high rate of investment.
C. a loin-" rate of population

growth.
D. a rapid rate of population

growth.

42. Which of the f flowing state-
about tariffs is true?

A. Tariffs decrease employ-
ment in domestic industries
whose products they pro-
tect.

H. Tariffs benefit some groups
at the expense of the
national level of living,

C. Tariffs increase the market
for our exports by reducing
our imports.

D. Tariffs encourage the
growth of our most effi-
cient industries.

43. The right to join a union and
elect representatives to new,-
Pate with the employer is re-
ferred to as

A.
B.

C
D.

a closed shop.
the.senionty system
collective bargaining.
right to work legislation.

A high rate of investment ( defined as the accu-
mulation of more machinery, industrial plants,
equipment, and the like.) characterizes all
rapidly growing economies. The conditions indi-
cated by the other answers have frequently
been true of both fast- and slow-growing econo-
mies.

52.3 46.0 .39

Tariffs, protect domestic industries that might 28.6 26.8 17

otherwise be eliminated or reduced in size by
foreign competition. The workers and owners
engaged in such protected ,industries benefit
from the tariff, but the national level of living
suffers because all consumers must pay higher
prices for the goods produced by the protected
industry. Tariffs may increase employment in
domestic industries whose products they

Oct. Tariffs may decrease the market for
orts by reducing imports because other

nations gain less.foreign exchange, with which
to buy exports. The most efficient domestic
industries will tend to grow with or without tariff
protection.

Collective bargaining means that workers have 52.9 69.6 .40
the right to join a union and elect representa-
tives to negotiate with their employer about
wages, fringe benefits, and the conditions of
work for themselves as well as for nonunion
workers in similar jobs. A "closed shop" means
that all workers of a given employer or industry
are required to join the union. The "seniority,
system" means that worker rights to, e.g.,
promotion or vacation, are directly tied to
length of employment or duration of union
membership, and that if employees are laid off,
those with the most seniority are laid off last
and are rehired first. "Right to work" legislation
consists of state laws that ,mandate the oppo-
site of a closed shop_ : workers are not required
to join the union of a given industry or employer.
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44_ Common stocks, limited liabili- Proprietorships, partnerships, and cartels fan
ty, and unlimited life are char- not sScie common stock. Proprietorships and
acteristic ofd partnerships do not have limited liability, and

cartels only have limited liability 'in the sense
that the corporations of which the cartels may
consist haye limited liability. Proprietorships
and partnerships have limited lives in Oiactice.
Only corporations possess the three character-
istics mentioned in thequestion.

A_ proprietorships.
IL corporations.
C. partnerships.
D. cartels.

Dis;

With- inxtion
With out Coeffi-
Econ. icon. dent

4 Those who believe that people In general, a progressive income tax levies 60 6 51.1 50
should be taxed according to higher tax rates. the higher a taxpayer's
their ability to pay 'would be iiicome. Such a form of taxation is closest to
most likely to favor levying a tax according to ability to pay, partic-

ularly compared to the alternative_
A. an excise tax.

e

B. a general sales tax_
C. a progressive income tax.
D. a residential property tax.'

46. A national program of free
housing for the aged poor is
established: The program is
paid for by an increase in the
income tax. These actions pro-
mote one economic goal, but
work against another_ Specifi-
cally, these actions are likely to

A. reduce 'freedom but pro-...
mole equity.

B. reduce equity but promote
efficiency_

C. reduce stability but pro-
mote growth.

D. reduce security but pro-
mote efficiency.

This question involves a trade-off between free- 26:5 24.0 .25
dom and equity, two economic 'goals of the
United States. Economic freedom is reduced by
the increase in the income tax. Since all
taxpayers are taxed more in order to help the
aged poor, the taxpayers' economic freedom is
curtailed because they no longer have the
taxed dollars to spend or save as they wish. On
the other hand, equity (a =more equal distribu-
tion of income and / or welfare) is promoted
because the aged poor are given access to
housing that they could not otherwise obtain in
the quantities they desire. Whether or not such
a system is "desirable" is not in question here.
What is soug% is the ability to identify which
economic goals are in conflict in a given situa-
tion.
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Alabama

Dothan High School
Dothan
36301

Part,JII.

A. SCHOOLS THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE, NORMING OF THE TEL

Arkansas

Parkview High S'chbol
Little Rock
72204

California
tr.

Soquel High School
Soquel
95073

Colorado

John F. Kennedy High School
Denver
80 7

South High School
Denver
80210

Widefield High Schod
Security
80911

nneclicut

Mary Immaculate Academy,
New Britain
06063

Sheehan High School
Wallingford
08492

Florida

DeLand Senior_High School
DeLand
32720

Lakeland Senior High School
Lakeland
33803

Georgia A.,

Columbus High School.
Columbus
31902

Wayne-County High School
Jesup
31545

Hawaii

Kaimuki High SChool
Honolulu
96816

Idaho,

Capital High School
Boise
83704

Illinois

Alton Senior High SchoOl
Alton
62002

Canton Senior Hth School
Canton
61520

Dundee High School
Carpentersville
60110

Evergreen park High School
Evergreen Park
60642

Hampshire High School
Hampshire
60140

Homewood-Flossmoor High School
Flossmoor
60422

Jacobs High School
Algonquin
60102

Indiana

Mainland Senior High School C6niral High School
Daytona Beach Elkhart
32015 46514

Seabreeze Senior High School Elkhart Memoi 1High School
Daytona Beach Elkhart
32015 , 46514

47

Jay County High School
eortland
47371

Richmond Senior High School
Richmond
47374

Simlown High school
Elkhad
46514

-Iowa

Ar-We-Va Community High School
Westside
51467

Fort Dodge High Sol
Fort Dodge
50501

Kentucky

Henry Clay High School
Lexington
40502

Lafayette Senior High School
Lexington
40503

Louisiana

Southwood High School
Shreveport
7108

Maryland

Dulaney Senior High School
Timonium
21093

'High Point Senior High chool
Beltsville
20785,

Massachusetts

Medford High School
Medford

.02155

West Springfield High School
West Springfield.
01'089



Minnesota

puniness Learning 0-enter
Paul

55101

'Copper High School
New Hope
55428

11-6bsevelt High Sc
.Mirridapolis
55406

Milsouti

Hickman High School
Cblurtibia
65201

Hillcrest High School
Springfield
65803

Purdy High School
Purdy
65734 4.

Montana

Custet-Cpunty Efistr
Mills pity
59301 . ,

Nibraska
Grand Island Senior High Schogl
Grand Island
68801

t-High School
.

.Farri?irNdale!Senior High School
rFarrningdale

Grover Cleveland High School
Brooklyn
1,1237

. LaSalle Senior High School
'Niagara Falls

14302

Northport High School
Northport
11768-

Lown of Weg61:1 iph School
Old Forge
13420

North Carolina

Cummings High School
Burlington
27215

East Senior High School
kernersville
27284

Timken Senior High School
Canto
44702.

Oklahoma

Ponca City High chbor"
Ponca City.. :
14661.,:.

Oregon,
.

CorV61g High School'
-Corvallis
97330

Cresoorit Valley High School
Corvallis
.97330

Grimsley High School
Greensboro
27408

New (Hampshire

Merrimack Valley High School
Penacook
03301$

New jersey

East Ora ge High School
East Ore.
07017 r .

Hopewell .Vey Central High
School

Pennington
08534

Pennsauken High School
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